
Bezos Decision Making Framework-
Learn How Billionaires Make Decision

INTRODUCTION

Most of us like to think that we make good and rational decisions, at least most of the time !
Basic Economic theory is, in fact, based on that assumption.
Yet others trust their “gut instincts” more, they believe that their instincts are accurate for most
things, and should be followed.

We often use a lot of data in arriving at our judgements and decisions, not realizing that our
subconscious biases are automatically picking out only certain pieces of data, while ignoring the
rest. The truth is, as you may have guessed, that we don't always act rationally, or logically. Even
the best Managers and Leaders among us, often fall into the many pitfalls of Cognitive Biases
and Logical fallacies.

But, the good news, is that there is a pattern to these. A predictable pattern. And we now have
decades of good research, on what drives our everyday thinking, behaviour, decision making,
and problem solving; the many biases, fallacies, instincts, and heuristics, that determine our
day-to-day judgements
and decisions.Obviously, all of this can have a huge impact in the workplace too.
Irrational and Instinctive decisions can affect how you plan your projects and programs,



it can derail your forecasts and estimations, decimating budgets and deadlines.
Irrationality can also make you be disproportionately optimistic, or pessimistic, about situations
and outcomes, and not really base your judgements on the right data, or evidence.
Your instincts may be right, but they can often be wrong, leading to wrong decisions, sometimes
disastrous ones !
When you are hiring someone, or evaluating an employee’s performance, your unconscious
biases will often make you lean towards some people and not others. Names can bias you,
appearances can bias you, people’s backgrounds can bias you ….
And since all of this is subconsciously done, you are often not aware of it at all !
Unfortunately, we don’t usually evaluate people for rationality.
Most entrance tests and hiring evaluations focus on people’s IQ, and maybe their EQ, as well as
their educational qualifications, and past work experience etc.
But even the most cognitively and emotionally intelligent Leaders and Managers, often make
disastrous decisions because of their subconscious biases, irrationality and logical fallacies.
You will learn about how you can try to overcome many of these pitfalls, by using some smart
techniques and strategies.

And, it will make a huge difference to the quality of your Decision-Making and Leadership !
Rationality is not just nice to have, it makes good Business sense. Research reveals that it can
help improve Business ROI significantly, thereby helping you become a much better Leader or
Manager.

HOW WE THINK AND MAKE DECISIONS

1) HOW DO WE THINK? INTRODUCTION

To make better decisions, we need to first understand how our brain works,how it thinks and
decides. And it is important to understand that, in the context in which it evolved, and developed.

But first, here is something interesting.

Some of you might have seen this before, but it’s always fun seeing it again !
You see 2 squares there, A and B, in that checkered pattern.



Which of them is darker, A or B ?

A certainly looks darker, right ? What if we were to tell you that both A and B
are the very same shade of grey ?Would you believe us? They actually are.

This is the famous Checker Shadow Optical Illusion, created by American neuroscientist,
Edward Adelson, who is currently the John and Dorothy Wilson Professor of Vision Science, at
MIT. The funny thing is, even after you know that both squares are the same color, A still looks
darker than B !



The main reason for this optical illusion, is the fact that our eyes are able to judge the shade,
darkness, or lightness of something, only in comparison to, or relative to, something else, and not
in absolute terms.
A is surrounded by lighter coloured squares, and B is surrounded by darker coloured squares.
The squares surrounding B, seem even darker because of the shadow of the green cylinder.
The checkered pattern creates a lot of variation in darkness and brightness,
which makes it even more difficult for the eye to perceive a particular square’s
absolute darkness or brightness correctly ! So it perceives A as being darker than B.

Also, our vision has evolved for a 3-D world. And in a 3 D world, with a single light source,
such trick variations are unlikely.
So the reality we see is actually constructed by our brain, based on what’s likely, or common.
And since our brain has evolved over millions of years, this is usually constructed based on what
was common in the world we evolved in, for most of our evolutionary history. And because the
environment, or context, has changed drastically since then, this virtual reality, constructed by
our brain can often be fooled.

When our eyes get fooled and perceive something wrongly, that results in optical illusions.
But this is true for our thinking and decision making too. The biases and fallacies,
that stump our decision making are Cognitive Illusions. Cognitive Illusions happen,
when our brain get’s fooled, and misjudges something, making wrong decisions.

2) HOW DO WE THINK? OUR SYSTEMS OF THINKING:

All of us have, at some time or the other, been perplexed at the silly irrationalities of people,
including ourselves.  We wonder at how smart people can sometimes do such dumb things, or be
so blind to something that seems so obvious to everyone else !
Psychologists and Neuroscientists have long been researching this, on whether this can be
explained by the brain’s functioning,a theory that can help us make sense of these contradictions.
A consensus has been emerging, supported by the evidence and studies.
We now know that we have 2 Systems of Thinking, or 2 types of Thinking.
They are called System 1 and System 2, or Type 1 and Type 2, our Intuitive and Rational minds.
Although the concept was known earlier, this phrasing was developed by Psychologist and Nobel
Laureate Daniel Kahneman, along with his colleague, Professor Amos Tversky.

The Two Systems of Thinking

Psychologists have been intensely interested for several decades in the two modes of thinking
evoked by the picture of the angry woman and by the multiplication problem, and have offered



many labels for them. I adopt terms originally proposed by the psychologists Keith Stanovich
and Richard West, and will refer to two systems in the mind, System 1 and System 2.

● System 1 operates automatically and quickly, with little or no effort and no sense of
voluntary control.

● System 2 allocates attention to the effortful mental activities that demand it, including
complex computations. The operations of System 2 are often associated with the
subjective experience of agency, choice, and concentration.

If asked to pick which thinker we are, we pick system 2. However, as Kahneman points out:
The automatic operations of System 1 generate surprisingly complex patterns of ideas, but only
the slower System 2 can construct thoughts in an orderly series of steps . I also describe
circumstances in which System 2 takes over, overruling the freewheeling impulses and
associations of System 1. You will be invited to think of the two systems as agents with their
individual abilities, limitations, and functions.
System One: Quick

These vary by individual and are often “innate skills that we share with other animals.”
We are born prepared to perceive the world around us, recognize objects, orient attention, avoid
losses, and fear spiders. Other mental activities become fast and automatic through prolonged
practice. System 1 has learned associations between ideas (the capital of France?); it has also
learned skills such as reading and understanding nuances of social situations. Some skills, such
as finding strong chess moves, are acquired only by specialized experts. Others are widely
shared. Detecting the similarity of a personality sketch to an occupational stereotype requires
broad knowledge of the language and the culture, which most of us possess. The knowledge is
stored in memory and accessed without intention and without effort.
System Two: Deliberate

This is when we do something that does not come naturally and requires some sort of continuous
exertion.
In all these situations you must pay attention, and you will perform less well, or not at all, if you
are not ready or if your attention is directed inappropriately.
Paying attention is not really the answer as that is mentally expensive and can make people
“effectively blind, even to stimuli that normally attract attention.” This is the point of
Christopher Chabris and Daniel Simons in their book The Invisible Gorilla. Not only are we
blind to what is plainly obvious when someone points it out but we fail to see that we are blind in
the first place.
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3) how do we think? The neuroscience of it

The Division of Labour Between System One and Two

Systems 1 and 2 are both active whenever we are awake. System 1 runs automatically and
System 2 is normally in a comfortable low-effort mode, in which only a fraction of its capacity is
engaged. System 1 continuously generates suggestions for System 2: impressions, intuitions,
intentions, and feelings. If endorsed by System 2, impressions and intuitions turn into beliefs,
and impulses turn into voluntary actions. When all goes smoothly, which is most of the time,
System 2 adopts the suggestions of System 1 with little or no modification. You generally
believe your impressions and act on your desires, and that is fine— usually.
When System 1 runs into difficulty, it calls on System 2 to support more detailed and specific
processing that may solve the problem of the moment. System 2 is mobilized when a question
arises for which System 1 does not offer an answer, as probably happened to you when you
encountered the multiplication problem 17 × 24. You can also feel a surge of conscious attention
whenever you are surprised. System 2 is activated when an event is detected that violates the
model of the world that System 1 maintains. In that world, lamps do not jump, cats do not bark,
and gorillas do not cross basketball courts. The gorilla experiment demonstrates that some
attention is needed for the surprising stimulus to be detected. Surprise then activates and orients
your attention: you will stare, and you will search your memory for a story that makes sense of
the surprising event. System 2 is also credited with the continuous monitoring of your own
behavior—the control that keeps you polite when you are angry, and alert when you are driving
at night. System 2 is mobilized to increased effort when it detects an error about to be made.
Remember a time when you almost blurted out an offensive remark and note how hard you
worked to restore control. In summary, most of what you (your System 2) think and do originates
in your System 1, but System 2 takes over when things get difficult, and it normally has the last
word.

The division of labor between System 1 and System 2 is highly efficient: it minimizes effort and
optimizes performance. The arrangement works well most of the time because System 1 is
generally very good at what it does: its models of familiar situations are accurate, its short-term
predictions are usually accurate as well, and its initial reactions to challenges are swift and
generally appropriate. System 1 has biases, however, systematic errors that it is prone to make in
specified circumstances. As we shall see, it sometimes answers easier questions than the one it
was asked, and it has little understanding of logic and statistics. One further limitation of System
1 is that it cannot be turned off.

https://medium.com/omidyar-network/understanding-systems-of-thinking-1a5a5c11525d


Conflict between an automatic reaction and an intention to control it is common in our lives. We
are all familiar with the experience of trying not to stare at the oddly dressed couple at the
neighboring table in a restaurant. We also know what it is like to force our attention on a boring
book, when we constantly find ourselves returning to the point at which the reading lost its
meaning. Where winters are hard, many drivers have memories of their car skidding out of
control on the ice and of the struggle to follow well-rehearsed instructions that negate what they
would naturally do: “Steer into the skid, and whatever you do, do not touch the brakes!” And
every human being has had the experience of not telling someone to go to hell. One of the tasks
of System 2 is to overcome the impulses of System 1. In other words, System 2 is in charge of
self-control.
The question that is most often asked about cognitive illusions is whether they can be overcome.
The message of these examples is not encouraging. Because System 1 operates automatically and
cannot be turned off at will, errors of intuitive thought are often difficult to prevent. Biases
cannot always be avoided, because System 2 may have no clue to the error. Even when cues to
likely errors are available, errors can be prevented only by the enhanced monitoring and effortful
activity of System 2. As a way to live your life, however, continuous vigilance is not necessarily
good, and it is certainly impractical. Constantly questioning our own thinking would be
impossibly tedious, and System 2 is much too slow and inefficient to serve as a substitute for
System 1 in making routine decisions. The best we can do is a compromise: learn to recognize
situations in which mistakes are likely and try harder to avoid significant mistakes when the
stakes are high. The premise of this book is that it is easier to recognize other people’s mistakes
than our own.

4) HOW DO WE THINK? COGNITIVE EASE AND STRAIN PART 1

The Cognitive effort that we put in, when we are using our System 2, is a resource intensive
Activity. It uses up a lot of energy. Just like physical effort or emotional stress. All of which can
be very draining.
Studies have found that all types of effort, whether it be mental or physical effort, or emotional
stress, can physically exhaust you.
Psychologist Roy Baumeister and his colleagues, showed conclusively, through a series of
experiments, that all variants of voluntary effort, cognitive, emotional, and physical, draw on a
shared pool of mental energy.
And after you use up a lot of this energy, you are exhausted, and cannot really continue.
This phenomenon has been termed Ego depletion. So, if you are exhausted from one type of
effort, then you are unlikely to have energy left in the pool for other types of effort.
So, if you are doing a complicated mental problem, you cannot exercise much self control
because both use System 2, and require a lot of energy.



Remember, self control is a System 2 activity too! Which is why, after an exhausting day at work
or at sports, you will eat less healthy and probably drink more alcohol. Because this shared pool
of energy has been depleted, and now not much is left for your self control.
Similarly, after a lot of physical work, you wont have any motivation to solve a complex math
problem ! But if you replenish this energy, you may be motivated to indulge in physical or
mental effort, yet again ! Oddly enough, this idea of a pool of mental energy is more than just a
metaphor.
The brain and nervous system actually consume more glucose than most other parts of the body,
and difficult mental activity consumes a lot !
Research has found that when you are actively involved in some difficult cognitive reasoning, or
exercising heavy self-control, your blood glucose levels actually drop.
You use up your stored reserves. So having some food, or ingesting some glucose, actually
replenishes this energy !

Baumeister and colleagues have indeed confirmed this hypothesis in several experiments.
Let us now cover the concepts of Cognitive Ease and Strain. They are closely related to what
we’ve explained so far.
Cognitive Ease is a state of mind, where there is no stress or strain, mentally, emotionally, or
physically.

There is no immediate threat or problem, no crisis to resolve, everything is familiar, fine and
relaxed, business as usual, BAU. This is the mental state that is typical of System 1, which will
then continue to make all the judgements and decisions.



There is no reason to engage the slower, inefficient and resource-intensive System 2.
You feel that its safe to trust your instincts, and intuitions, because everything seems normal and
routine. Reading large fonts, and easily visible and bold colours puts us in this frame of mind.



So does experiencing something that you have experienced several times before, something
familiar, things you have seen or heard multiple times before etc, all of which will all give you a
sense of comfort and cognitive ease.
This frame of mind is great for relaxed intuition and creativity, because it can result in highly
associative thinking, which can help you come up with new ideas and solutions.

But in this frame of mind, you are less rational and skeptical, and there is a chance you can make
irrational choices and decisions. Because, in this frame of mind, your System 1 is engaged
automatically, since there is no threat or danger.



5) HOW DO WE THINK? COGNITIVE EASE AND STRAIN PART 2

Cognitive Strain, on the other hand, is the frame of mind, which is associated with, and triggers,
your System 2, or Reflective System. In this frame of mind,

● you are not in a good mood and are typically, anxious and stressed.
● You’re vigilant and suspicious, your systems are on high alert !

This usually happens in situations which are unfamiliar, have not been encountered before, and
are therefore, a little scary, even threatening. There is cognitive and emotional strain and
pressure.
Discomfort engages System 2, because intuitive and quick responses, may not be sufficient in
such situations.



As you can guess, this is the frame of mind that arises when we encounter any change, especially
a big change ! Because situations of cognitive strain activate System 2, the quick, glib and
intuitive answers from System 1, are likely to be rejected, or analysed far more carefully, and
critically.
You are far more rational and critical in these situations, but far less creative and innovative,
because the ease required for associative memory and connections is not there, which makes
ideas harder to come by !
Unfortunately, big changes and new situations often require innovative thinking and ideas, but
that does not often happen when your System 2 is in charge. And here, in a quick snapshot are
the characteristics we just went through, the differences between System 1 and System 2, in the
context of Cognitive Ease and strain.Cognitive Ease, associated with System 1, is when you’re in
a nice, relaxed, good mood. You are more impulsive, rely more on your intuition, are more
creative, but hardly vigilant or critical in your thinking.
Cognitive Strain, associated with System 2, is less pleasant.
You’re in a bad mood, anxious or depressed. Far more skeptical and cautious, much less
impulsive. And you’re not very creative or innovative either !

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SYSTEM 1 & SYSTEM 2



6) WHY DO WE THINK THE WAY WE DO? EVOLUTIONARY CONTEXT 1

Why did we evolve 2 systems of thinking, and why do we experience cognitive ease and strain
etc. Especially since, these can result in bad decision making.The answer lies in our evolution, or
rather, the environment we evolved in.

The genus Homo, of which we human beings are a part of, first arrived on the scene, about 2.8
million years ago. Homo is the genus that includes our species, of modern humans or Homo
sapiens, as well as several extinct species closely related to modern humans, like Homo Hablis
and Homo Erectus. From then, to about 10,000 years ago, we had pretty much the same lifestyle.
We lived as Nomadic Hunter Gatherers, in small and medium Bands or Tribes.

This was the Paleolithic era, and it spanned more than 95% of our evolutionary history !
The Paleolithic hunter gatherer lifestyle involved hunting or scavenging animals, for their meat
and skin. As well as fishing, and gathering tubers, berries, nuts etc.



Hunter gatherers used crude stone tools and weapons, often shaped from the bones, or teeth, of
animals, or from stone. Paleolithic life was pretty brutal, and often very short. The average
lifespan was about 30 years !

There were no supermarkets or grocery stores to buy food. You had to go out and hunt and gather
your own food, day after day after day. And, if your source of food ran out, you could starve to
death. Famine and starvation were fairly common .Violence was common too, between
neighbouring tribes, and even within the tribe. Fossilized remains
of our Paleolithic ancestors often reveal brutally inflicted injuries. One could also easily be killed
by infections and wounds, since there were no antiseptics or antibiotics,
no hospitals or pharmacies.

With such life threatening events being a daily reality, deciding quickly, based on readily
available information, was crucial.
You did not have the luxury of time or resources, you had to decide in a split second !
It could literally mean life or death.

That is why we have a System 1, quick, instinctive, and automatic … something that could
decide in a split second, without you even being aware of a decision being made. However, in
such a brutal environment, any new phenomenon, anything unfamiliar, could be dangerous.
Because you had no idea if it could kill you, or harm you in some way. Anything new had to be
approached cautiously, it was not safe. You had to be fully alert and skeptical in dealing with it.
It aroused feelings of Cognitive Strain.

However, if you survived repeated exposures to the same phenomenon, it became safer each
time. It was scary the first time, but when you kept encountering it, and nothing happened to you,
you realised that it would probably not harm you or kill you.
The more times you encountered the phenomenon, the less novel it remained, and it became
familiar to you. Familiar, and safer. Familiarity and Repetition were, therefore, preferred.
They aroused feelings of Cognitive Ease, you could be comfortable around them, and need not
be cautious or alert.

So, Cognitive Ease and Strain were excellent indicators for survival !
They were good rules of thumb to decide what could be trusted and what could not.
They were excellent evolutionary adaptations !

7) WHY DO WE THINK THE WAY WE DO? EVOLUTIONARY CONTEXT PART 2

What about System 1 ? As you learnt in the previous video,



quick judgements and snap decisions, that were made based on easily available information,
were crucial for more than 95% of our evolutionary history !
If we had to escape a predator, or someone from an enemy tribe, or watch out for snakes and
spiders, we had to act quickly. We did not have time to reason out and evaluate options. So, our
brains evolved effective Heuristics.

What are Heuristics ?

They are simple, efficient rules that are used to form snap judgments and make quick decisions,
they are mental shortcuts, which enable us to judge and decide quickly. These form our System
1. But because of the quickness factor, they can focus only on a few aspects of a complex
problem, and only a few pieces of data, or evidence, and have to ignore others because there is
not enough time to look at all the evidence and data.

Credit: verywellmind



Around 10,000 years ago, humans discovered agriculture and animal husbandry, and our lifestyle
changed. We could now grow and store food, and did not need to wander around in search of
food anymore.
This gave us more stability, our species started settling down. Villages formed, then towns and
cities. Trade and travel started soon after, and that changed things further.
Now, we have department and grocery stores, restaurants and takeaway, pharmacies and
hospitals, law and order, the police and armies, government and infrastructure, automobiles,
airplanes, ships, computers, the internet, social media. Our environment is almost completely
different from our Paleolithic days !

But given the fact that the Paleolithic spanned more than 95% of our evolutionary history, our
brains still remain pretty well adapted only to the Paleolithic environment !
But we no longer live in the Paleolithic. Food is plentiful and easily available.
We have medical care, and don't fear infections and wounds anymore.

We don't live in small bands or tribes, but in nice concrete houses, in huge towns and cities,
which contain millions of other people, most of whom are not related to us or even known to us.
Strangers don't mean death anymore.
They are not attacking from a neighbouring tribe. Given this totally, and unimaginably different
environment, many of the Heuristics and mental shortcuts of System 1, don't work so well
anymore.
They make us jump to conclusions, and base judgements and decisions on incomplete data, and
wrong parameters, parameters which were important in the Paleolithic, but not anymore !
This discrepancy results in Cognitive Biases !
When your System 1 decides, quickly and automatically, but is wrong, that results in biases,
which result in errors and misconceptions. And the end result is bad, and sometimes disastrous,
decision making !

8) IN DEFENSE OF OUR INSTINCTS AND INTUITION:

So, from what you have learnt so far, you know that System 1 is, typically, our natural instincts
and intuitions, evolved during the Paleolithic.
And given that our environment is totally different now, these heuristics and instincts do not
work so well anymore, and may often be inaccurate, wrong, or even dangerous !
Our System 1 Heuristics are relics from a prehistoric era, but are they totally useless ? Not at all.
Remember, these heuristics evolved over more than 2 million years, so they have definitely been
subject to some fine tuning over the millennia. Yes, the environment has changed totally, but
what has not changed much ?

Haven’t we been lamenting all along, that because the Paleolithic spanned more than 95%



of our evolutionary history, human behaviour and thinking is still stuck in that era ?
So there you have it, that hasn’t changed much !

Professor John Gottman, an American Psychological researcher and clinician, along with his
wife, Psychologist Julie Gottman, has done extensive work, with several studies spanning over 4
decades, on divorce prediction and marital stability.

This husband and wife team has been consistently about 90% accurate in gauging, and
predicting, whether a relationship will succeed or not. And they do this by observing the couple
for 15 to 30 minutes, noticing and recording their facial expressions, voice pitch and tone, and
body language, to determine the explicit and implicit messages and communication this reveals.

They can decipher feelings of contempt, anger, disgust, defensiveness etc. Which helps
them predict, which relationships will succeed and which will fail. And, more importantly, they
can schedule therapy accordingly.
While Gottman and team’s calculations are mathematically observed and worked out using a
computer, the human brain has evolved several of these instincts, observing and inferring over
more than 2.6 million years.
So, we have evolved several heuristics and instincts, for figuring out other people’s thoughts,
emotions and reactions.
Some of them may be rusty in some of us, but most of us can decipher the cues to someone’s
anger or deception.
We often figure out when someone is being dishonest with us, or just putting on a show. Or when
someone likes us or dislikes us, is being defensive, or is only pretending to agree with us. Its a
combination of facial gestures, voice tone, hand and body movements etc. But subconsciously
observed and deciphered, quickly and automatically. And engaging our System 2 is usually not
useful here.

System 2 can often block and distort these heuristics and instincts.
It’s hard to rationally figure out someone’s emotions, or frame of mind, but our System 1, our
subconscious heuristics and instincts can often do it effortlessly.

9) In Defense of our Instincts and Intuition Part 2

The problem, however, is that we are not sure if these instincts still work perfectly, or are rusty
and a little distorted. If they only work sometimes, how can we be sure when that is ?!
In today’s world, we interact more through video or phone calls, social networking, email,
WhatsApp, messaging, Chats and Chat forums.



Our instincts are not of much use online, without being able to observe facial and voice cues, and
body language !
Also, these instincts can be corrupted by defectors. Those who deliberately cultivate a certain air
of confidence and sincerity in their tone, facial features and body language, and confound our
instincts. Our heuristics cannot withstand planned, professional, and deliberate deception

What’s more, if you’re under stress, time pressure, anxiety etc, then your instincts can be
faulty.In a high stress environment, your ability to read other people’s facial expressions, voice
tone, body language etc. is drastically reduced. Which really limits their use in today’s dynamic
and fast paced environments !
If you remember, from the Systems of Thinking, some System 1 Activities are not Paleolithic
instincts, but those created and honed through years of experience and practice. Like brushing
your teeth, or taking a shower, or remembering your multiplication tables,
capitals of cities, simple addition and subtraction etc. If you keep repeating, or doing some
activities from when you are a child, or a young person, you develop an instinct for them, and
start doing them automatically, without much deliberate thought. And they become System 1
tasks.

That's another way to develop and fine tune your instincts and intuition. Years of practice,
Developing tons of experience and expertise.
Well experienced doctors, or surgeons, often have an instinct to identify whats wrong with a
person ! Its not magic, it’s just a subconscious and quick observation of many small cues, like
skin colour and clamminess, the eyes, face, voice, body temperature and posture etc. Noticing
that, and simultaneously hearing the patient’s symptoms, may quickly suggest one or two
ailments or conditions.
Such instincts are often highly accurate, because they have been developed through years of
observation and practice.

Similarly, talented and experienced artists can often instinctively judge good and bad art,
whether that be paintings and sculptures, music, or even movies.
They can figure out fakes too. It’s again several different cues coming together, and
subconsciously arriving at one or two possible conclusions.

The same is true in police and judicial work too, decades of practice and experience can develop
good, and fairly accurate, intuitions and instincts.
So these are some areas in which your Instincts and Intuition can often be accurate,
although there are still chances of them failing.
While it’s hard to be sure if your instincts are working perfectly under any specific condition,
they can definitely be very useful in human interactions, and when developed through decades of
practice and experience.



But when there is an important, big, or high impact judgment, or decision, to be made, you are
better off NOT relying on your instincts alone.
You definitely need to use your System 2 !

SOME KEY COGNITIVE BIASES

1) WHAT ARE COGNITIVE BIAS?

Cognitive biases are systematic patterns of deviation from rationality in judgment. When your
system 1 automatically, and quickly decides but is wrong.
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2) THE BIAS BLID SPOT:

In this Section, I will be going through several cognitive biases in detail, and that will include
multiple research studies and findings. These studies demonstrate, repeatedly, that normal, smart,
and intelligent individuals, like you and me, often do make the most irrational decisions. So does
that mean that people who learn about these biases, and go through these studies, understand, and
accept, that they are biased, because these studies demonstrate, clearly, and repeatedly, that
everyone is biased ?

One would think so, but no.

That is where the Bias Blind Spot or Bias Bias, comes in.
And that’s the first Bias we are going to cover, as a warning of sorts, or a disclaimer, if you will
Almost all of us believe, strongly, that we are better, more rational and less biased, than others.
And, as I go through the various biases, you are likely to chuckle to yourself and shake your head
at how irrational and silly people can be, especially when I go through the various studies and
examples.
But somewhere inside, you most likely will still believe that you are not as biased as others
are.Yes, these studies do demonstrate that almost all people are biased and irrational, but you are
different, you are special, smarter, more rational than others.  And everyone feels the same way.
Which is why It is important to start with this Bias !

https://mentalhealthathome.org/2021/07/13/cognitive-biases-social-anxiety/
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Researchers from Carnegie Mellon University, the City University London, Boston University
and the University of Colorado, Boulder, have, in fact, extensively researched this, and even
developed a tool to measure the extent of people’s Bias blind spot.

https://www.navigationfordailyliving.com/


One particular Research group ran 5 different studies, with different groups of random subjects.
The first 2 studies checked for how much of a bias blind spot these people had, and then
measured their intelligence, cognitive and decision-making ability, self-esteem, and multiple
general personality traits.

The final three studies examined the consequences of individual differences in the bias blind
spot, and how it influenced people’s thinking.
They looked at how it influenced the social comparisons they made, how much value they placed
on advice and feedback from others, as well as their receptivity to de-biasing training.

What were the findings ?
As expected, all the participants exhibited bias in their decision-making. However, out of the 661
total participants, only 1 seemed to even consider the possibility that
his/her decisions could be biased. All the others were under the strong impression that they were
less biased in their decision making than others.

The participants varied in the degree to which they thought they were less biased than others.
Some thought they were much less biased than others, while others thought they were only a
little less biased than others.
This difference in perception did not depend on how biased they actually were in their
decision-making.Also, the participants intelligence, cognitive ability, decision-making ability,
self-esteem, self-presentation, and other general personality traits were found to be independent
characteristics and did not seem to depend on how much of a bias blind spot, they had.

3) THE BIAS BLIND SPOT: PART 2

The other big finding from Research was this … the Bias Blind Spot, or how big a Bias Blind
Spot people had also influenced other aspects of their thinking and decision making.
People with a high bias blind spot were those most likely to ignore advice and feedback from
peers or experts.
They were also least likely to be receptive to, and learn from De-Biasing training that could
improve the quality of their decisions.

What is De-Biasing ?

It is a set of techniques and strategies we use to try and mitigate the effects of biases in our
decision making,which we will talk about later in the course. So the larger their Bias blind spot,
the more rigid and inflexible people were, in their bad and irrational decision making !



Why do we have this Bias Blind Spot ?

Researchers have attributed this to 2 primary reasons, The Introspection Illusion and Naïve
Realism.The Introspective Illusion is itself a cognitive bias, where people wrongly think that
they have direct knowledge and insight into what’s happening inside their brains and thinking.
We now know, through research, that this is not accurate at all.

The entire System 1, is in our subconscious mind, and we are not aware of it at all.
And System 1 does most of our thinking and decision making, by default.Thats why we can
easily see bias in other people, because of their obviously irrational choices and decisions.
But when it comes to our own System 1, we are totally unaware of it, and therefore think that all
our judgements and decisions are made by our conscious mind, which we are fully aware of. And
since we cannot detect any irrationality there, we think all our decisions are perfectly rational,
and that we are much less biased than others.

Naïve realism is the belief, or view, that one’s own perception reflects the true, or actual, state of
the world. This makes us think that our own decisions and opinions are genuine, and that those
who have a different opinion, or disagree with us, must not be knowledgeable enough, logical, or
rational. And we fail to see the obvious bias in this view.

Credit: twitter



Together, the Introspective Illusion and Naive realism result in a Bias Blind Spot, a blindness to
our own limitations and biases.
Slightly related to this, is the Dunning–Kruger effect.
This is a phenomenon in which people with low ability at a task, are unaware of it, and
overestimate their own ability.
The effect is named after researchers David Dunning and Justin Kruger, the two social
psychologists who first described it.
They conducted a series of studies, where they discovered that people who scored in the lowest
percentiles, on tests of grammar, humour, and logic, dramatically overestimated how well they
had performed.

For example, their actual test scores might have placed them in the 12th percentile, but in their
own estimates, they estimated that they were in the 62nd percentile.
This is typically what we should expect to happen, when we evaluate ourselves from our own
limited and highly subjective point of view. From this limited perspective, It is easy to think of
ourselves as highly skilled, knowledgeable, and superior to others. Which is probably one of the
main reasons why people sometimes struggle to perceive a more realistic view of
their own abilities, or their own thinking processes.
So, when I am going through the various biases and the studies done, remember that I am not
speaking about someone else, some random bunch of study participants or subjects, I am talking
about you and me !
The feeling you and I might have, that we are more rational than others, and that these study
findings don’t directly apply to us, is in itself, a fairly significant bias :)

4) THE AVAILABILITY HEURISTIC PART 1:

As Leaders, and Managers, you often make decisions based on data. But, getting all the relevant
data and evidence required for a decision, is not always easy, or even possible.
Also, even if all the relevant data were actually available, it may often be near impossible to
actually process all of it, in time. It may not matter for smaller decisions. But if the decision is a
big one, with many implications.then we have a problem.

Our System 1, which makes most decisions quickly and automatically, without our awareness,
works through short cuts and heuristics.And this can result in many misconceptions, wrong
perceptions, and bad decisions.
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Let us see an example.

Consider the letter K, of the English alphabet. In the English language, is the letter K
more likely to appear as the first letter in a word, or as the fourth letter in a word ?
What do you think ? Most people think that there are more words beginning with K, than with K
as the fourth letter. Is that true ?

There are a lot more words which have K as the 4th alphabet, than words which begin with K
So, why do people wrongly perceive that there are more words which begin with K ?
It is much easier for us to think of words starting with K. Like Kite, Kangaroo, Kitchen or Kid.
It is a little harder to think of words with K as the fourth letter. Like Bucket, or Pickle, Or
Monkey. This is true for any alphabet,
it’s easier for us to think of words beginning with that alphabet, than words with that alphabet in
the second, third or fourth place.

So, because we find it easier to think of words that begin with "K", and much harder to think of
words with "K" as the third or fourth letter, we wrongly conclude that words beginning with "K"
are more common.

That's the mental shortcut our brain uses, to make the decision quick and easy.

Let’s look at another example …



In late 2014, after a report of just 4 confirmed cases of the Ebola virus in the US, there was a
widespread Ebola panic, and it was all over the media for months !
Several Polls showed that Americans were really terrified of a widespread epidemic that would
kill large sections of the population.
But did it ? A total of 11 infections, and 2 deaths took place. Of course, this was also because of
an effective healthcare quarantine and containment, but was that the only reason ?

Credit : freepik.com

Media hysteria fuelling a panic in the people is nothing new, but the media, and the people, often
give a disproportionate weightage to certain risks, while not bothering much about other, bigger
risks.

Like that cartoon we see. That man is eating very unhealthy food, which can result in obesity,
causing an average of 300,000 deaths per year, he is drinking alcohol, which, in excess, can
cause an average of 88,000 deaths a year, and worst of all, smoking a cigarette, with tobacco
causing about 450,000 deaths per year. And yet he is blissfully unconcerned about those risks,
and his biggest fear is Ebola, which actually caused only 11 infections, and 2 deaths !

https://www.freepik.com/premium-vector/ebola-virus-infection-infographics_5449016.htm


The evil Ebola virus is certainly sensational, and viruses like the Ebola virus have  been depicted
in a few Hollywood movies which vividly portray the disease, with a healthy dose of
imagination.
Actually, Ebola does not spread through the air or through bodily contact.
All of those infected had had direct contact with bodily fluids, such as blood or saliva.
So even though there is no known cure for the disease, it can be easily controlled, especially in
developed countries.
There is reason to be anxious, and careful, but no reason at all to panic.

5) THE AVAILABLE HEURISTIC PART 1:

The Bias we just described in the last 2 examples, is called the Availability Heuristic. Or the
Availability Bias.

This Bias estimates the likelihood, or risk, of an event, based on how easily, examples, or
instances of it, come to mind, that is, how “available” that event, or group of events, is, in our
mind.

How likely, or common, something is judged to be, is based on 3 things.
● Easy Recall
➔ how easily we remember something, or instances of something, or examples of some

event. We usually remember more recent things, and more emotionally striking things.

● Frequency and Repetition.
➔ If we are exposed to something more often, or repeatedly, we tend to think, that that

phenomenon, or event, is more likely to happen. We may miss the many more times it
does not happen, or miss the fact that we are looking at a non representative sample.

● How emotionally striking something is. And how vividly and graphically, it is etched into
our minds.

➔ And here, the media, and movies, play a big part. Dramatizing, sensationalizing, or
vividly portraying some stereotypes or events, may make them more emotionally
striking, which in turn makes them easier to recall, and seem more frequent, and therefore
a bigger risk. And this is not based on real probabilities, or statistics, at all.

Now here is another excellent example of the Availability Heuristic.



What do you think is the single biggest cause of death, globally ?

That's the data, from 2020 …
It’s usually a surprise for people to know that Cardiovascular disease is the single largest cause
of death worldwide. And it is Number 1 by a huge margin. The second biggest reason is Cancer
And it is not a sensational, or striking cause of death, Cardiovascular disease.
Look at the lowest 2 categories, Natural Disasters, and Terrorism.

They have the lowest number of deaths, negligible compared to Cardiovascular disease, cancer,
or a few other diseases. But those are emotionally striking categories of death, right ?
How newsworthy do you think it is when someone dies of a heart attack, or stroke ?
How about a terrorist attack, or hurricane ? Which category do you think will be covered in the
news for days and weeks ? Its not just the media, the government and other institutions too, are
victims of this Heuristic or Bias, when they allocate budgets and spending.



We have several reasons, from Heart Disease and Cancer, to Car Accidents and Terrorism.
We can again, easily see the bias, and it’s influence. Boring old heart disease causes the most
deaths, but is not sensational, glamorous or dramatic enough, to warrant much spending.

Cancer, on the other hand, is far more newsworthy. It tugs at our emotional strings, much more
than Heart Disease. Maybe because there have been multiple movies made of cancer and cancer
survivors, and their struggle with cancer, or of those who did not survive.
And of course, terrorism, is the most horrific, and striking, much more sensational.
So even though it results in very few deaths, compared to these diseases, it has the maximum
spending !
We  know that this is a sensitive topic for some of you. And we are not saying that only the
high-death risks need to be dealt with, and the others need to be ignored. Not at all.

But there does have to be some correlation between the 2, if we claim to be at least a little
rational in these decisions !

But, what’s revealed, repeatedly, by the data, is the huge discrepancy between the actual risk, and
the perceived risk, and a lot of it is due to the Availability Heuristic Bias. Which is often further
fuelled by the media, politicians, and other vested interests.

6) THE AVAILABLE HEURISTIC PART 2:
Our fear of flying is also due to the same phenomenon.
The odds of people dying in flight crashes is much much less, than that of people dying in road
accidents. And yet, the horror that a flight crash causes, is far more than what a road accident
causes.And you don't feel the butterflies in your stomach as much when your car is going really
fast, or going through a pothole ridden road, but you do when your airplane goes through
turbulence, especially after a recent crash !

Airplane crashes are dramatic, horrific, and emotionally striking.
They are big media news, and movies are often made featuring plane crashes - there are not
many movies on road accidents !



Credit: sketchplanations.com

The chances of a person dying in a plane crash are about 1 in 11 million. And the chances of
someone dying in a car crash are 1 in 5000.
In the workplace, the Availability Heuristic can be a huge bottleneck to effective decision
making. It’s a common reason why performance appraisals can get skewed.
Striking examples of good performance, or more recent events, can easily affect the supervisors’s
perceptions.
Now this will go against someone who has been consistently performing well, but does not have
very recent achievements, or widely circulated customer praise emails. The supervisors' recall
can bias their judgements.

That is why professional and well-run organisations, try and capture specific, detailed, and even
quantitative, feedback frequently, after every activity or deliverable through the year.

https://sketchplanations.com/the-availability-heuristic-and-bias


And thats a great way to counter the Availability Heuristic in general … documenting, or
recording, instances, and details, so we don't leave it to our faulty recall.

In general, we often judge co-workers based on vivid and easy-to-recall memories.
An individual who made significant contributions to a highly visible Project, or received an
award in a Town Hall, will be well remembered.
Other, less sensational, but more consistent, and equally good performances will not be
It works in reverse too. If a subordinate asks you a difficult question in your Town Hall, or in a
public meeting, especially in the presence of your superiors, you will forever hate that person,
and never forget it. Never mind that the person has a stellar record otherwise, and does not
usually do such things !

You will remember them for a long time, and resent them for putting you in a spot. And this can
become a vicious cycle, you may subconsciously sideline that person, or make their life
miserable, which will cause them to actually resent you, and maybe ask even more difficult
questions, thereby confirming your premature opinion that
he or she is a troublemaker, and this goes on until they leave, with a very bad attitude about you
and the organisation !

Pretty much all decisions that require calculations of risk, are prone to this Bias.
For example, a new data center or server center, may be carefully planned to withstand the
effects of adverse weather events.
While these events are extremely rare, their destructive effects are vivid and easy to imagine.
A far more common threat is the outages resulting from process failures and operational errors,
and, in some Countries, power outages.
Although these are a bigger, and far more frequent, contributor to downtime, they do not evoke
the same sense of urgency, as they are more difficult to imagine and do not whip up our emotions
as much !
People may choose a supplier or partner based on brand names they are familiar with, or have
frequently seen on TV. Not the most deserving, or the best !
These are just some of the ways that the availability bias could lead Leaders or Managers to
make bad, and potentially destructive decisions.
And all of this happens subconsciously, and automatically.

7) THE AVAILABILITY OF HEURISTIC PART 3:



Whenever we consider any change, the disadvantages of the change loom much larger than its
advantages. Which, in turn, results in a subconscious preference that favours the status quo, and
makes it seem much more attractive, than it actually is !
The term “Status Quo Bias” was first used by Researchers William Samuelson, and Richard
Zeckhauser, in a 1988 article titled "Status quo bias in decision-making.”

Their findings were based on a series of experiments that they conducted. In one of these, 486
participants were given a hypothetical scenario, in which they inherited a large
sum of money. They were then asked to decide, among multiple options, on how to invest this
money.

There were 2 versions of this study. A Neutral and a Status Quo version.
In the Neutral version, the participants were only told that they had inherited the money, and that
they needed to choose from a series of investment options. In the Status quo version,
the participants were told that their inherited money was already invested in some medium risk
investments. They were then presented with a set of investment options.
One of the options was the continuation of the portfolio’s current investment strategy, which was
the default, or status quo position.
All of the other options on the list represented alternatives to the status quo.
The Researchers found that when presented with the status quo version of the scenario,
participants tended to choose the status quo, over the other options.
This strong preference held across a number of different hypothetical scenarios.
In addition, the more choices that were presented to participants, the greater their preference for
the status quo !

The status quo bias has since been established, as a widespread phenomenon, whose effects have
been observed in many contexts !
Another famous example of the Status Quo Bias, is the organ donation scenario. Many
thousands, and tens of thousands die every day in several countries waiting for organs. And yet,
most people choose not to donate their organs.

But, this problem has been reduced in several countries, by simply overcoming the status quo
bias. Going with the opt out option, instead of the opt-in option, has increased organ donation
registrations significantly! In opt-out countries, by default, everyone is an organ donor, and if
you would rather not donate your organs, you need to actively opt-out of it.
In these countries, about 90% of people are listed as organ donors, which means only about
10% choose to opt out . Thats as compared to just around 15 to 20% registrations for organ
donation, typically seen in opt-in countries, where the status quo option is that you are not an
organ donor, and you need to opt in, if you want to be one !



Many corporations use this bias, in an unethical way, by signing you up for an additional product
or service, by default, and requiring you to opt out, in case you are not interested.
Knowing how reluctant we are to change the status quo, they know that most customers will not
opt out, and then they can happily start charging them for the additional products and services.

Most, if not all, free trial membership offers, work this way too.
You provide all the credit card information right upfront, and unless you opt out, the billing starts
the next month, and continues !
The Status Quo Bias exists because we are naturally risk averse. We would rather not pursue any
risky, new alternatives.
The Status Quo is at least a known devil, and it might be highly dangerous to lose it, by going
after some new and risky new idea or scheme !

Also, Status Quo is cognitively easier, as we saw earlier. We don’t have to do the extra mental
effort, to evaluate the new option, gather data, judge its pros and cons etc.
It is simpler and easier to just continue with the status quo !

This Bias also explains why most people dread or avoid proactively taking action, and prefer to
do nothing instead. What if their action resulted in a negative outcome ?!
They don’t seem to consider that their lack of action, in itself, could very well result in negative
consequences, sometimes serious ones ! In real-life, in today’s world, there is no evidence at all
that this attitude produces favourable outcomes, quite the contrary.

8) CONFIRMATION BIAS PART 1:

We believe something, or have a theory or opinion about something. Someone argues with us
about it, most likely online, and asks us for evidence. We immediately google it up, and then pick
the first article or news item that supports our view. What else are we supposed to do,
look at the article which says we are wrong ? Or actually examine the evidence to see if our
belief or opinion is, in fact, valid ?

No way, it’s far easier to just post the link to the article which supports our view, isn't it ? The
other person will, of course, post articles which support their view point. And neither will
consider the other person’s viewpoint or even contemplate changing their mind !
This is called the CONFIRMATION BIAS. You only notice, and consider evidence, that
confirms your pre-existing opinions and beliefs. Once you have arrived at an judgement or



belief, after that, you tend to notice only evidence that supports your views, and you tend to
overlook, or undervalue, the evidence that does not support them.
All humans, each and every one of us, have the tendency to see what we want to see, and hear
what we want to hear, what confirms our pre-existing beliefs, opinions, judgements or decisions.
The Confirmation Bias acts to subconsciously reaffirm our existing beliefs and opinions, to
ourselves.

Credit: sketchplanations.com

In everyday life, we often use different phrases to describe this bias.
Its called “cherry picking”, where you only pick and choose the evidence that confirms your
view point. Its also called “count the hits, ignore the misses”, where you only consider the
examples or events that support your hypothesis and ignore those which do not.

https://sketchplanations.com/confirmation-bias


The Confirmation Bias can often become a vicious cycle. You cherry pick the data which
supports your opinion, belief or judgement.
This further reinforces your belief, or judgement, which makes you further pick and choose data
and evidence in support of it, and so on, until your opinion, judgement, or belief, is so strong,
that nothing will ever shake it !

No evidence to the contrary will ever reach your attention, ever !
It is very important to remember, though, that this is almost always done subconsciously.
You are not consciously aware of your bias, and you’re certainly not doing it deliberately !

There are 3 ways the Confirmation Bias manifests itself:

● First, you REMEMBER only confirming evidence. Your associative memory works by
associating only confirming instances, or data, in your mind.

● Second, you SEARCH for only data and evidence confirming your belief, or judgement.
● Third, you INTERPRET any article, data, or information, in such a way, so as to suit your

pre-existing belief, or judgement.

Thanks to all of these, your brain becomes a water-tight chamber, with no possibility of any
contradictory data, evidence, or views ever getting in And you continue to live in your own
bubble of self confirmation !

9) CONFIRMATION BIAS PART 2:

The Confirmation Bias contributes immensely to perpetuating discrimination and stereotyping!
Nextions, is a Professional Leadership training, coaching and consulting firm, which conducted a
study in 2014, working with several Law firms. For the study, they chose 60 subjects, Partners
from 22 different law firms. 23 were women, 37 were men, 21 were racial/ethnic minorities, and
39 were Caucasian.
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A fictitious legal memo, supposedly drafted by a third year Litigation Intern, was distributed to
the 60 partners. The Research Group had, deliberately, inserted 22 minor, and not so minor,
errors into the memo.
Half of the partners were told that the associate or intern preparing the memo was African
American, and the other half were told that the associate preparing the memo was Caucasian.
Now remember, it was the SAME memo.

What do you think the results were ?

Those who were told the memo was prepared by an African American - the yellow bars - found
it to be of poor overall quality, and with many more spelling, technical and factual errors.
And those told that the memo was from a Caucasian intern found it to be of much better quality,
with fewer errors.

The exact same memo, averaged a rating of only 3.2, out of 5, when it was said to be written
by an African American, but a rating of 4.1, out of 5, when it was specified as being to be written
by a Caucasian.  You can also look at the huge difference in the quality of comments for the 2
groups, again, for the very same memo !
Just being told that the person who prepared the memo was African American, or Caucasian,
caused people’s subconscious confirmation bias to kick in - the bias, or stereotype, that African
Americans could not produce a good quality memo.

https://newslit.org/get-smart/dont-let-confirmation-bias-narrow-your-perspective/


Remember, the group tested was a diverse one. So the confirmation bias seems to be widespread,
and not just limited to one group. African Americans themselves might subconsciously believe
that an African American Intern is likely to produce a bad quality memo. Such is the power of
subconscious bias !

Yet another now popular example of the Confirmation Bias is the term Fake News, which is
often used to dismiss news items that do not fit into people’s beliefs, opinions, or political
affiliations.To be fair, Media is often biased, and yes there have been several cases of the media
manufacturing facts, or distorting them, or picking and choosing them, thereby indulging in the
Confirmation Bias themselves. But the reason used to dismiss specific media as “Fake News” is
often based on them contradicting your
pet theories, beliefs or political affiliations !

The Confirmation Bias can polarise opinions to extreme ends of the spectrum, with no hope of
any consensus or middle ground emerging !

10) THE FRAMING EFFECT AND LOSS AVERSION PART 1:

Let me start with a simple example. Suppose you are looking to upgrade your laptop, a
MacBook, and there is a Black Friday sale on.
The particular model you are looking for costs $700 normally. So you go to the store to see what
kind of discounts there are !
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Let’s consider 2 scenarios.

First, suppose you see this sign at the store, Amazing deal - 20% off this MacBook model,
would you buy it ?

Second scenario, suppose you see this instead ?Amazing Deal $ 140 off this MacBook model,
Would you buy it ?
Most customers would choose to go for the second option.
There is an implicit rule of 100 in retail pricing, which says that below 100 dollars, percentage
discounts seem larger than absolute ones. But above 100 dollars, things reverse, and absolute
discounts seem larger than percentage discounts. Both discounts in the example above are
identical in value, 20% of $700 is $ 140.
And yet how this is “framed” is important. 20% by itself does not mean much to our
subconscious mind,our System 1. 20% of what ?!

How can you decide ?

System 2 can easily calculate that 20% of $700 is $ 140, but by then, System 1 has,
quickly, and automatically, rejected the option, because its not straightforward !
When framed as $ 140, however, System 1 has a straightforward value to use.
$140, which is more than $100, is a good discount ! So go for it.



System 1 is always impatient and in a hurry, yes,it uses only readily available and obvious
information !

Now let’s do a more complicated example.

This was one of the original research study examples done by Nobel laureate Daniel Kahneman
and his late colleague Amos Tversky, when they wrote their famous Prospect theory paper.

It’s similar to what we all went through, and are probably still going through, to some extent,
with the Covid-19 Pandemic.

Let’s say a country, maybe yours, is preparing for the possible outbreak of a strange Asian
disease, which is expected to kill about 600 people in a village, if nothing is done.
The Health department has, however, been working overtime to come up with
a few vaccination and treatment programs. After research, analysis and several rounds of testing,
they arrive at the likely consequences of these programs.
One of the programs, let’s call it A, if implemented, will save 200 people. If another program,
Program B, is implemented, there is a one-third probability that 600 people will be saved, and a
two-thirds probability that NONE of the 600 people will be saved.
Which Program would you choose to implement if you were the deciding authority ?
Most people end up choosing Option A, because A is perceived as a sure saving of 200 lives.
Option B, if you calculate the probabilities, also comes to a saving of 200 lives.

But B is perceived as a “probable”, and not a certain, saving of 200 lives.
Now if, instead of A and B, these were the two options, C and D, given to you … Program C, if
implemented,will cause the death of 400 people, and Program D, if implemented, has a one-third
probability that nobody will die and a two-thirds probability that all 600 people will die.

Now, what would you choose ?

This study was also done with several groups of people. This time, most people ended up
choosing Program D over Program C. As you may have noticed, the interesting thing here, is that
Program A and Program C are identical, and have identical consequences. And Program B and D
are identical, and have identical consequences as well !

However, if people are asked to choose between A and B, they choose A, but when asked to
choose between C and D, they choose D.

Continued..



11) THE FRAMING EFFECT AND LOSS AVERSION PART 2:

So what was happening with people’s choices in the Asian Disease study example ? What people
chose depended on how you framed the choices.
When the same choices were framed differently, people chose differently. This is called the
Framing Effect.

How a choice is presented, or framed, affects how someone responds to it. Is it presented as a
loss or gain? Positively or negatively ? Is it phrased in terms of probabilities, or in definite terms
? The order of people’s preferences usually goes like this. Sure gains are preferred to gains
framed as probabilities.

Credit: the mobile spoon

Which is why people preferred Option A over B. A was framed as a sure gain of 200 lives being
saved.Option B also had 200 lives being saved, but it was framed as a probability statement, and
people prefer a gain framed more surely.



Similarly, Probable gains are preferred to probable losses, and probable losses are preferred to
sure losses. Because, you think, if it's a sure loss, you are sure to lose ! But if its a probable loss,
then you are not as certain, and there is a slight chance you might not lose.

Which is why Program D was preferred to Program C. Program C was framed as a sure loss, and
Program D was framed as a probabilistic loss.But this order of preference is not really valid. 400
lives lost is identical to 200 lives saved.

The framing should not really matter. Also, there are no 100% guarantees in this world.
Probability statements are as likely as any definite sounding statements. They may even be more
accurate, because someone has gone to the trouble of calculating the actual probabilities .But
people still view probabilistic statements as uncertain.

Here are a few other types of framing.

A study done by James Druckman, in 2001, found that people preferred an economic policy that
was framed as one resulting in 95% employment vs. one that was framed as resulting in 5%
unemployment. Both are the same, and yet when framed positively, people tend to choose that
option.
In a 2004 paper titled “ Plea Bargaining Outside the Shadow of Trial”, U.S. Law Professor and
Judge, Stephanos Bibas, argues that pretrial detention may play a big part in determining whether
or not a Defendant accepts a Plea Bargain, or resists it.
A lot of factors play a role, of course, like the severity of the crime, the evidence available,
probability and length of sentences, and other biases, but the Framing Bias is a big factor.
Pre-trial detention changes the framing of the Plea Bargain subtly. Because imprisonment, rather
than freedom, is now the baseline for the Defendant, and pleading guilty will now be viewed as
an event that will cause an earlier release, rather than as an event that will keep him or her in
prison for a long time.
So Defendants on pre-trial detention view Plea bargains with a gain frame, particularly if
freedom is possible in weeks, or months.

But if there is no Pre-Trial detention, then the framing for the Defendant is that of a free man.
They will now view Plea Bargaining through a loss frame, they are used to being free and are
being asked to accept months, or years, in prison. They are therefore more likely to resist
bargaining within this loss frame. They do not want to lose what they already have, their
freedom.

12) THE EFFECT OF FRAMING AND LOSS AVERSION:



Let’s now look deeper into a concept called Loss Aversion, which is the reason behind the loss
frame and gain frame that we just discussed.
This is a concept that is intrinsic to the Framing bias. And was first suggested by Kahneman,
Tversky, and their colleagues, in their Prospect Theory Paper, in 1979.
The fundamental concept in Loss Aversion is that people fear losing what the already have, much
more than they look forward to gaining something more than what they currently have.
When you own something, the fact that you already own it, makes you subconsciously value it
disproportionately high, more than it’s actual worth. And this is called the Endowment effect.
And because we value it so disproportionately high, we really dread losing it. People are much
more likely to want to retain an object they already own, than they are to want to acquire that
very same object, when they do not own it.
Owning the object seems to intrinsically increase its value, and because we value it so much
more than its actual worth, we dread losing it much more as well.
This is called Loss Aversion. And we may very well be hardwired to be loss averse, because
losses affect survival more than gains. For any organism living the everyday struggle between
life and death, especially during our evolutionary history, the loss of one day's food could result
in death, while the gain of an extra day’s food would not be that big a deal.
It would be nice to have extra, but unless this extra food could be easily stored and used later, it
would not lead to much additional benefit. So avoiding losses was certainly much more crucial,
than going after gains.

Here are some everyday examples of Loss Aversion:

Getting students to register early and not keep trickling in, is often a challenge in universities and
colleges. The Administration does not have too many choices. They can either penalize late
students with a late fee, or incentivise them with an early bird discount.

Research has found that people are more motivated to register early, when there was a penalty
fee for late registration, than when there was an early bird discount. Remember the priority we
went through earlier for this Bias ?
People prefer sure gains to probable gains, probable gains to probable losses, and probable losses
to sure losses.So the least preferred is a loss, a sure Loss. So, Students will be motivated to avoid
a sure loss much more than anything else. And here, that sure loss, is the penalty fee. Wanting to
avoid the penalty fee is therefore a big motivator to act.

An early bird discount is a gain, and we know that people value gains lower than losses.
So, our choices and decisions are influenced heavily by how the available options, or choices, are
framed. Are they framed positively, or negatively ? As a loss frame, or a gain frame ?
It might therefore be a good idea to reframe your options, or choices, in many different ways,
positively, negatively, as a loss, as a gain, neutrally, etc before deciding. That will minimise the



impact of this Bias !

13) THE HALO EFFECT:

In the early 1900s, Edward Thorndike, an American psychologist, conducted a study about how
commanding officers evaluated their soldiers in the army.

The officers were given a set of personal qualities, to rate their soldiers on.
These qualities included physical, mental, emotional and social qualities! Physical qualities
evaluated how presentable the soldiers were; while the mental, emotional and social qualities,
tried to gauge things like their intellect, leadership skills, loyalty and responsibility. The study
revealed that when a soldier got a good rating in one personality aspect or quality, he often got a
good rating in most other qualities as well! This became obvious when people were either rated
high, low or average, across the board, across all personality aspects! They were either all good,
average or all bad. Which is highly unlikely!

Everyone has their positives and negatives. Someone who is very social, may not always be
physically attractive or very intellectual! And yet, that’s not what the ratings said!
This unnaturally high correlation, between ratings, across qualities, indicated a distinct bias.
Thorndike was the first to document this Bias, and he called it the Halo error. Because, the
soldiers who were good in one quality, seemed to have acquired a halo, and were therefore rated
good in most other qualities as well.

The term "halo”, comes from the concept of a religious halo, a glowing circle of heavenly light,
crowning the heads of saints, in several Medieval and Renaissance paintings !
This Bias is called the Halo effect.

It happens when your first impression of a person, becomes your overall impression of the
person, and influences all future judgements and opinions, even about aspects of the person you
have never observed, or have no evidence about! It could work both ways.

A positive first impression impacts all future judgements of the person positively, and a negative
first impression impacts all future judgements negatively.
A study by David Landy & Harold Sigall, in 1974, replicated this Halo Effect. 60 male
undergraduates were asked to read an essay, supposedly written by a young lady, a college
freshman. They then evaluated the quality of the essay, and the ability of its writer, on several
dimensions.



Credit: thepleasantmind.com

The photograph of the author was attached with the essay. 20 students had the photograph of an
attractive young lady as the author,
20 students had the photograph of an unattractive young lady as the author, and the remaining 20
were control subjects, who had no photograph attached!
Each group had a randomly distributed collection of well written and poorly written essays !
On average, most of the participants gave significantly better evaluations for the more attractive
author!

https://thepleasantmind.com/halo-effect/


For the well written essays, on a scale of 1 to 9, the attractive author received an average score of
6.7 while the unattractive author received a 5.9, and the control group, with no photograph,
received an average of 6.6. The gap was larger for the poorly written essays. For those, the
attractive author received an average of 5.2, the control group an average of 4.7, and the
unattractive author received an average score of 2.7.
This suggests that the subjects were far more favourably inclined towards the physically
attractive authors.
And they were much more willing to give them the benefit of the doubt, when the essay was
poorly written!

14) THE HALO EFFECT PART 2:

A person’s looks, grooming, confidence, behaviour and friendliness, are the most common
aspects that influence people’s first impressions!
Research has revealed, that school teachers and College Professors, often suffer from the halo
effect, when evaluating their students.
A teacher who sees a well-behaved or confident student, might tend to assume that this student is
also bright, diligent, and engaged! Long before the teacher has even evaluated the student, on
any of these areas. And this halo effect, can affect the teacher’s future behaviour towards the
student, and influence grades as well!

If the teacher’s first impression of a student is bad, then this effect will be negative! Halo effects
can be a big influence, when hiring candidates for a position.
You have to form an impression in a short period of time.
Good looking candidates, or candidates who come across as confident, warm or friendly, are
likely to be judged as good, and competent, across the board. Before the interviewer has even
done any evaluation. And this bias prejudices the evaluation of the candidate’s remaining
characteristics.
You might have heard the 30-second rule, where you form an impression of a person in the first
30 seconds, and then that sticks with you. That's the Halo effect.



First impressions become the overall impressions.
Once the first impression is formed, from then on, you choose to notice only those aspects that
confirm your bias, and ignore or rationalize those that don’t!

A 2010 study, by Verhulst, Lodge & Lavine, found that attractiveness and familiarity were strong
predictors of decisions regarding who gets appointed or elected into a position of Leadership.

Judgments made following one-second exposures, to side-by-side photos of two US
congressional candidates, were fairly accurate predictors of election outcomes. Attractiveness
and familiarity were highly correlated with competence, in this study. Candidates who appeared
more attractive, and familiar, were also seen as more competent, and were more likely to be
elected.

The spontaneous assessments of attractiveness and familiarity occur before we judge
competence, and it has a strong influence on judgments of competence. good looking, confident,
warm and witty. Good looking, confident, warm and witty, or political leaders are often judged as
competent in all aspects of their job!

Ronald Reagan is usually cited as an excellent example of the Halo effect. His charm and
charisma made people ignore many issues that arose during his terms, but there are lots of other



examples too! Another significant case of the halo effect happens, when a Corporate Leader’s
character traits are measured by how successful the company is doing.

This is also the logical fallacy of “correlation equals causation”, but a large part of it is the Halo
effect. The success of the company, forms the halo for the Leader, and sometimes even for all of
the Senior Management team!
Now, if the same company starts performing badly, after a few years, you will see the leaders
suddenly being portrayed less and less flatteringly.

What was admired as the trait of being “decisive” will now be called “rigid” :) Successfully
performing Business Units, also often acquire a Halo effect, and their Leaders, business practices
etc will be considered exemplary, across the board!  These Leaders are assumed to be the reason
behind the Business Unit’s success! Without any analysis, or evidence!

The success could actually be due to a strong corporate culture, established by a predecessor, or
because the Business Unit is in a growth market, and would do well anyway!

15) THE PRIMING EFFECT:

Let us start with an interesting study, which was conducted with 48 faculty members from the
Division of Psychology, at the University of Newcastle, at their Office pantry.

For many years, people in that office had helped themselves to tea and coffee from the kitchen,
and paid for it by dropping money into an “honesty box.” An honesty box is a way of charging
for goods or services, based on trust and honesty, where customers voluntarily drop the right
amount into a box. Back to the study, a list of suggested prices was posted, in order to help the
members pay the right amount, but historically, their contributions varied, and was not always
the full amount. One week, without any warning, or explanation, a poster was displayed just
above the price list.

The poster was changed every week, for a period of 10 weeks.  One week there was a poster of
flowers, and the next week it was a poster of eyes, and the next week it was back to flowers, and
so on. The eyes in the Eye posters, appeared to be looking directly at the observer.

For the 10 weeks, the contributions were measured. And, as you may, or may not, have guessed,
the contributions varied every week, as you can see from that image. The timeline goes from the
bottom to the top, so Week 1 is at the bottom, and week 10 right at the top.
Week 1 had a particularly wide open pair of eyes staring at the observer, and contributions on
that day were 70 Pence, or 0.7 Pound.



Next week, there was a nice set of flowers, and the contributions went down to 20 Pence.
This zig-zag trend continued through the 10 weeks.
On average, the users of the pantry, contributed almost 3 times as much in the “eye poster
weeks” than they did in the “flower poster weeks.”

At a conscious level, everyone knew this was just a poster, and that no eyes were really watching
them. And if you had told the faculty members that they were contributing more pence because
of the eyes posters, they would have laughed at you, or even gotten angry ! That’s because they
were not consciously aware of it.
But their subconscious mind was very much primed by the eyes, which indicated that they were
being watched.

This, in turn, influenced them to be more honest, and ethical, and drop more pence into the box.
The eyes posters, subconsciously, increased honesty and ethical behaviour. This is one of the
many ways in which you can get primed. Some event, or trigger, subconsciously influences your
decision, or behaviour, later.

Priming is the subconscious and subtle influence of internal and external cues, on your
subsequent thoughts, decisions, and behaviour. And this could be anything, it could be something
you saw, something you read, or something you experienced.

16) THE PRIMING EFFECT PART 2:

John Bargh, social psychologist, who now teaches at Yale, did a study with his research
colleagues Mark Chen and Laura Burrows, when he was at NYU, They wrote a paper on it, in
1996.

The Study included 34 participants, who were split into 3 random groups.
All groups were presented with a 30-item Language ability test.

The Test was as follows.

The subjects were given scrambled sentences, with the words jumbled up.
They had to unscramble the words correctly, to make a correct grammatical sentence.
The real purpose of the test was something else altogether, something totally unrelated to English
grammar.

Out of the 3 study groups, the first group’s scrambled sentences had several rude words in them.
Words like bold, rude, bother, disturb, intrude, annoyingly, interrupt, brazen, impolite,
obnoxiously etc..So this group was primed with rudeness related words.



The second group was primed with polite words, words like considerate, appreciate, patiently,
cordially, polite, cautiously, courteous, graciously, sensitively, etc.

The third group was the Control group, and so it was neutral. The words used in the scrambled
sentences here, were neutral words, which had nothing to do with either politeness or rudeness.

After each of the participants took the test, they were put into a situation where they had an
opportunity to interrupt the examiner because they needed his attention.
The study observed whether the participants interrupted the examiner or not. And how long they
waited before doing so.
In the group primed with the rude words, nearly 4 times as many people interrupted the
examiner, than in the group primed with polite words.They also interrupted him much earlier.
The rude group also had nearly 2 times as many people interrupting as even the Control Group,
the group primed with neutral words.



As you can see, from that chart.

A lot of people may find this hard to believe at first, but it is true. This study and other similar
ones, have been replicated several times, and do indeed find that priming with rude words makes
people ruder, and priming with polite words makes you more polite.
But when Participants were asked if they thought that the words made any difference to their
behaviour later, they almost always vehemently denied it. Because, it happened without their
conscious awareness, so they never realised it.



There was a second experiment done by the same team, which became a lot more popular than
the first.

Here the participants were split into 2 random groups, and asked to do the same type of language
ability test.

The first group was primed with elderly and old age related words in their scrambled sentences.
Words such as Florida, forgetful, bald, gray, or wrinkled.
The second group was primed with neutral words, nothing related to old or young age. When
they had completed the task,the participants were sent out to do another experiment in an office
down the hall.
That short walk to this office was what the experiment was actually about.
The researchers unobtrusively measured the time it took the participants to walk from one end of
the corridor, to the other.
The young people who had unscrambled a sentence with words related to the old age theme,
walked down the corridor significantly more slowly than the others.

The result of this experiment has since been called the “Florida effect” in the media, because
Florida has a lot of old and retired people.This may seem too bizarre or dramatic to believe for
some of you, but it is in fact true ! And has been replicated and verified in multiple studies.
The “Florida effect” involves two stages of priming. First, the set of words encountered,
subconsciously prime thoughts of old age into the subject’s minds.
Even though the word old is never mentioned, all the words are directly or indirectly associated
with old age.
Second, these thoughts associated with old age, prime a behaviour that's also associated with old
age, which is walking more slowly !
And all of this happens without any conscious awareness. When the subjects were questioned
afterwards, none of them reported noticing that the words had had a common theme, and they all
insisted that nothing they did after the experiment could have been influenced by the words in
those scrambled sentences.
The idea of old age had not come into their conscious awareness, but their actions had changed
because of this priming.

17) THE PRIMING EFFECT PART 3:

You might think that our voting behaviour is not affected by the location of the polling station ...



A study of voting patterns in precincts of Arizona in the year 2000, revealed that the support for
educational initiatives and propositions to increase the funding of schools was significantly
more, when the polling station was in a school, than when it was somewhere else.
Even exposing people to images of classrooms and school lockers, increased the tendency of
people to support an educational, or school, initiative.
It is very hard for us to accept that we can so easily, and so deeply, be influenced, without even
being aware of it. But there is now tons of research that proves, repeatedly, that we can easily be
primed, subconsciously, in many different ways.
American Psychologist and Behavioral Economist, Kathleen Vohs, has done a lot of research on
how money can prime and she has found that reminders of money can produce some good, and
some troubling effects.

The Research done, used money and money related words, images associated with money, and
wealth, and was sometimes done in or near money related environments, like banks, or the ATM.

Money primed people demonstrate more independent and self-reliant behaviour, than those who
have not been subconsciously reminded of money. They persevere more, and don't give up
easily. However, they are also more selfish and individualistic, than those who are not money
primed. Money primed people are less likely to cooperate with, or help someone, than people not
primed with money.

The general theme of these Money Priming related findings, is that the idea of money primes
people to earn more of it, and so, it subconsciously encourages individualism, hard work and
perseverance. It also primes a reluctance to be involved with others, either to help them or to
depend on them.
Living in a culture that constantly bombards us with reminders of money, consumerism, wealth
and prosperity, may shape our behaviour and our attitudes in ways that we are not even fully
aware of, and in ways that are not good, or ethical.

It does not always have to be visual or audio cues either. Smells can prime too.
Studies have shown that in an area where there are pleasant smells - a bakery or a perfume shop,
people are kinder and more helpful, especially to strangers. Primed positively, with the good
smell, they may help someone who has dropped something, or help an old lady carry her bags
etc. Significantly more often, than if there were no pleasant smells in the vicinity.
Experiments done on moral behaviour, and moral judgements, have repeatedly revealed, that
when there is a bad smell in the room, like the smell of a fart spray, for example, or if the room is
otherwise dirty or messy, people in that room have very severe opinions and judgements about
moral behaviour, especially sensitive issues like homosexuality or incest.

So smells can subconsciously prime us in our moral judgements, and decisions !



The neuroscience of Priming is that it happens because we store concepts as a bunch of
associations, or “schemas” in our brains. Priming suggests that certain schemas are activated
together, which in turn, leads related or connected units of information to be activated at the
same time.

This can be a good thing, and can make our cognitive processing quicker.
Because, when related schemas are activated and more accessible, we can draw related
information into memory more quickly, think, and respond faster .
But when such urgent action is not necessary, or can even be a problem, Priming results
in bizarre behaviours, as we saw in the various studies I covered.
It can also be used to manipulate people subconsciously, into behaving in desired ways, for
unethical means.

18) THE ANCHORING EFFECT:
You may have heard that redwood trees grow really tall, probably the tallest in the world.
At the San Francisco Exploratorium several years ago, Nobel Laureate Dan Kahneman and
Amos Tversky, did this interesting study.

So getting back to the study, Participants in the study were asked to GUESS the height, of the
TALLEST Redwood tree.
This study was done in 2 groups. One group was asked whether the tallest redwood tree was
more or less than 1200 feet in height, and the other was asked whether it was more, or less than
180 feet tall. They were also asked to guess the actual height of the tallest redwood tree.

Here is the actual answer:

Redwood trees reach heights of 300 feet or more, and the tallest one, called Hyperion, is nearly
380 feet tall !

So how did the study subjects respond?

The group which was asked whether the tallest redwood was more or less than 1200 feet,
responded with an average height of 844 feet. And the group which was asked if the tallest
redwood was taller or shorter than 180 feet, had an average response of 282 feet.
The second group was closer to the real answer, but what did you notice about the responses in
general ?



People are heavily influenced by the NUMBER that you put into the QUESTION. If you put in
1200, they know it sounds very high, but their guess goes upwards, towards 1200.
If you put in 180, they probably think it is too low, but their answer goes downwards, towards
180.Very few of the contestants knew the exact answer beforehand.

So if you don’t know the answer, or if you just have a rough idea, then any hint that you get, the
first piece of information you come across, or the last piece of information you remember,
becomes your anchor. This does not happen consciously, it is automatic and subconscious.

This is called the Anchoring Effect. Your judgements and decisions rely too heavily on the first
piece of information offered, which then becomes your “anchor” for the judgement or decision.
And this happens in many everyday situations.

Examples of the anchoring effect in marketing: how to put it into practice

The marketing departments of many companies successfully use priming to influence the

behavior of potential customers.

It’s even relevant for companies trying to decide on their business name. Critcher and Gilovich

carried out a study that demonstrated that diners at a restaurant called “Studio 97” were prepared

to pay an average of 8 dollars more than diners at a restaurant called “Studio 19”!

But if you already have an established company name, you don’t need to worry. There are plenty

of other ways for you to take advantage of the anchoring effect. Let’s take a look at the most

effective, tried-and-tested strategies.

Tip 1: Pick prices ending in 99

Why are prices ending in 99 so popular? The explanation lies in the fact that customers latch

onto the number before the decimal point as an anchor.



Kenneth Manning and David Sprott demonstrated this in a study using pens. The participants

were asked to choose between two standard, almost identical ballpoint pens. One was priced at

$1.99, the other at $3. What do you think happened? 82% of the participants chose the cheaper

pen. The researchers then repeated the experiment, but changed the prices to $2 and $2.99. The

cheaper pen was still chosen more frequently, but only by 56% of the participants. The

explanation? The price difference between the second pair of pens was perceived to be less

significant. In day-to-day business, those few cents could add up to a hefty increase in turnover.

And combined with product packaging and successive price increases, the 99-effect can be

extended even further.

Tip 2: Think about your product range

Make strategic decisions about your product range to boost sales in your online shop. A lot of

customers would initially consider an organic cotton T-shirt priced at $40 to be too expensive.

But place that same T-shirt alongside a premium T-shirt that costs $99, and customers will see

the $40 model in a whole new light.

Companies that focus on a few select products or services often use the anchoring effect when

deciding on their prices, typically offering three versions of their product: a cheap option, a

mid-range option, and an expensive option. The most expensive option acts as an anchor to raise

the customer’s price threshold for the mid-range product. This approach has proven itself time

and time again in various studies. If a “premium” option is offered, sales for the mid-range

product or service increase, despite there being no change to the quality or scope.

Tip 3: Make discounts more attractive



To make discounts appear as attractive as possible, always indicate the price difference as a

percentage. When customers see a sale price, they can’t quickly calculate how much they are

actually saving. The only thing their brain registers is: “What a bargain! Don’t miss out!” This

also works to entice customers who would otherwise have considered the original anchor price

too high.

Credit: simply psychology

As a rule of thumb, you can apply the “rule of 100” in this context: For products that cost less

than $100, the discount should be expressed as a percentage. For example, a reduction from $5 to

$4 corresponds to a 20% discount, which is much more attractive than a $1 discount. On the



other hand, for product prices above $100, you should quantify the price saving in dollars. For an

original price of $200, for example, a $50 discount sounds better than 25%.

You can use percentages in the other direction too. Price increases presented as a percentage

appear lower than those given as a fixed value. This is especially useful in contracts, for

example, to reduce the number of customer cancellations.

Tip 4: Offer packages and annual subscriptions

Subscription models are already widely used by providers of digital services and SaaS

companies. It is in the company’s interest to retain customers for as long as possible, for

example by having them pay an annual fee, rather than deciding whether or not to renew each

month. You can use the anchoring effect to persuade your customers to opt for this type of

subscription.

For example, offer a small discount for the annual subscription option, and display the equivalent

monthly price next to the (slightly higher) monthly price the customer would pay to renew each

month. Given these two options, many people will choose the annual subscription to save money.

A similar approach can be applied to physical products too, by selling items in bundles, so that

the unit price for the products sold as a bundle is lower than that of an item bought separately.

The higher unit price acts as an anchor and encourages the customer to opt for the bundle,

resulting in a higher spend.

19) THE ANCHORING EFFECT 2:

ANOTHER EXAMPLE:

https://www.ionos.com/digitalguide/server/know-how/an-overview-of-saas-software-as-a-service/


A study was done with 37 judges and 2 prosecutors, all very well experienced.
They were asked to decide the sentence of a fictitious shoplifting case. A woman who had been
caught shoplifting for the 12th time !
All the relevant documents were given to each judge, and they were given time to go through
them in detail. Then they were asked to pass sentence.

But just before they did that, they were told that the prosecutor and defense attorney for the case
had requested specific terms of sentences.

Now, the two groups were clearly told that these sentences they were asked to consider, were
RANDOM.

For one group, that sentence mentioned was 9 months, and for the other group, it was 3 months.
The 9 months and 3 months were totally random figures. And the 2 groups were fully aware that
they were not a legitimate input.

Despite that, their average sentencing was clearly influenced by these figures !
The group given the random anchor of 9 months sentenced the woman to an average of 6
months, and the group given the random anchor of 3 months, sentenced the woman to an average
of 4 months.
This was of course subconsciously done, but the effect was significant.
Now imagine how many such random and non-random anchors judges and juries are subject to
before ANY verdict.
Some of them may even be deliberately planted by vested interests, or they may be anchored by
the media. So, a person’s fate can be determined by such random anchors.

20) THE ANCHORING EFFECT 3:

Here are some everyday dangers of anchoring that you should be careful about.

The asking price for any residential apartment or house, almost always anchors you.
You may decide that you cannot afford that apartment or house,
but the anchor will establish its value quite firmly in your head.



Smart real estate agents and homeowners know that. And smart buyers can counter that by
quoting a very low price beforehand, as a pre-emptive strike!
Draft project timelines quoted by teams, will anchor you too, and all subsequent iterations will
still be based on the first anchored figures,
but just fine tuned. People analyzing actual time and effort vs originally estimated and
“anchored” time and effort, are often surprised to find huge discrepancies !

Negotiations and deal making are minefields for anchoring, with the first big quote or price
discussed, anchoring everyone in the discussion. Salaries, current salaries and what interview
candidates ask for when changing jobs, increments and bonuses, promotion raises;
All of these can very easily be subconscious anchors.

Similarly, the first draft of a Business Plan will anchor everyone who reads it, regarding the
estimated revenue or profit. These are all situations we face every day, especially as Leaders.

We have so many subconscious and automatic cues to distract us, and affect our decisions and
judgements, and we are often totally unaware of them !

So, how can we guard ourselves against this anchoring monster ? In several small ways!

Once you know about the Anchoring Effect, BEFORE you get into situations which are likely to
expose you to random or non-random anchors, self-anchor yourself. Or set your own anchor just
before you get into those situations.

For e.g. before you get to the negotiating table with a customer or vendor, expose yourself to
a few random numbers. Two or three anchors are ideal. Write them down and memorize
and recall them. If there are many of you joining the discussion, each of you should choose
different anchors. Then, whatever the customer or vendor throws at you, will not be the first or
only anchor that you are exposed to.

And the anchoring effect will likely be diluted. Deliberately looking for other options is another
way.This involves actively rejecting the first decision you make, since it is the one likely to be
most “anchored”.





Credit: productive club

If you think you might have been anchored and that your first choice is biased, immediately
reject it. The first choice that your brain gravitates towards is usually the most biased, leave out
that option and look for another choice or decision.

For e.g. if you are buying a leather jacket or a laptop bag, do your homework … ask around,
have any of your friends or relatives bought one recently?
How much did they pay and what was the value proposition they got?

Google these products online and compare the variants, their prices and value. That will give you
real data to work with. Anchors may still influence you, but you now have several other valid
and reliable pieces of information which should also influence your decision.

21) THE FUNDAMENTAL ATTRIBUTION ERROR?

The fundamental attribution error refers to an individual's tendency to attribute another's actions
to their character or personality, while attributing their behavior to external situational factors
outside of their control. In other words, you tend to cut yourself a break while holding others 100
percent accountable for their actions.

For instance, if you've ever chastised a "lazy employee" for being late to a meeting and then
proceeded to make an excuse for being late yourself that same day, you've made the fundamental
attribution error.

The fundamental attribution error exists because of how people perceive the world. While you
have at least some idea of your character, motivations, and situational factors that affect your
day-to-day, you rarely know everything that's going on with someone else. Similar to
confirmation and overconfidence biases, its impact on business and life can be reduced by taking
several measures.

FUNDAMENTAL ATTRIBUTION ERROR EXAMPLES

It's clear to see how the fundamental attribution error (FAE) can impact your personal life, but
it's important to recognize the influence it can have on your work, as well. Whether you're an
employee or manager, cognitive biases, like the FAE, can play a role in how you interact with
others in the workplace and how you make key business decisions.



In working with your colleagues, for example, you probably form a general impression of their
character based on pieces of a situation, but never see the whole picture. While it would be nice
to give them the benefit of the doubt, your brain tends to use limited information to make
judgments.

Within organizations, FAE can cause everything from arguments to firings and ruptures in
organizational culture. In fact, it's at the root of any misunderstanding in which human
motivations have the potential to be misinterpreted.

For example, think back to the "lazy employee." Since she was late to an important meeting, you
might be inclined to form a judgment of her character based on this one action alone. It's
possible, however, that her behavior is due to several external, rather than internal, factors. For
instance, any number of situational factors could have caused her to run behind schedule, such as
a family emergency or traffic jam, which have nothing to do with the quality of her character.

In action, forming impressions of a person's character based on limited information can have
long-lasting effects. Now that you perceive this person as "lazy," your opinions of her may begin
to shift over time. Unless the opportunity arises for you to get to know your employee better, you
may always view her in a negative light.

HOW TO AVOID THE FUNDAMENTAL ATTRIBUTION ERROR

Think of the last time you thought a co-worker should be fired or a customer service
representative was incompetent. How often have you really tried to understand the situational
factors that could be affecting this person's work? Probably not often.

The fundamental attribution error is so prevalent because it's rooted in psychology, so completely
overcoming it can be difficult. One tool that can be helpful in combating FAE is gratitude. When
you become resentful at someone for a bad "quality" they demonstrate, try to make a list of five
positive qualities the person also exhibits. This will help balance out your perspective and can
help you view your co-worker as a whole person instead of through the lens of a single negative
quality.

Another method is to practice becoming more emotionally intelligent. Emotional intelligence has
become a buzzword in the business world over the past 20 to 30 years, but it involves practicing
self-awareness, empathy, self-regulation, and other methods of becoming more objective in the



service of one's long-term interests and the interests of others. Practicing empathy, in particular,
such as having discussions with co-workers about their opinions on projects and life out of the
office, is a good first step.

FAE is impossible to overcome completely. But with a combination of awareness and a few
small tools and tactics, you can be more gracious and empathic with your co-workers. In fact,
being able to acknowledge cognitive biases like FAE and make the conscious effort to limit their
effects is an essential component of becoming a better manager.

22) THE SPOTLIGHT EFFECT:

The spotlight effect refers to people’s tendency to assume their mistakes and perceived personal
flaws stand out clearly to others, as if illuminated by a spotlight.
Pretty much all of us have made a social blunder or two.

Those awkward moments can be incredibly embarrassing. Weeks, months, even years later, the

memory might still make you cringe, so you do your best not to think about it. You might even

make an effort to avoid the people who witnessed it, in case they’re still laughing.

In reality, though, other people don’t pay as much attention to you and your behavior —

unflattering, exemplary, or anywhere in between — as you think they do.



Credit: sketchplanations.com

Common examples of the spotlight effect

At any given moment, most people are pretty absorbed in their own thoughts and experiences.

This means they often fail to notice your experiences.

Your fly’s open

https://www.sketchplanations.com/post/174722980811/the-spotlight-effect-this-is-our-tendency-to


Imagine you’ve just found a great pair of pants at the thrift store. They fit perfectly and look

amazing. When you wear them to your friend’s party the next day, though, it becomes obvious

why someone gave them up: The zipper creeps down.

You keep darting into corners to adjust it, but eventually you get drawn into a conversation.

Someone you’ve been hoping to talk to comes up and you start chatting, forgetting all about the

zipper.

As the party winds down, you realize with dismay that your fly is open again. Unable to

remember the last time you checked, you resign yourself to the fact that everyone you talked to

saw you with your pants open.

But before you let your worries overcome you, remember an open zipper is something friends

will generally mention. If no one said anything, it’s likely no one noticed.

Wrong conversation

Before a team meeting at work, you overhear a group of coworkers discussing current events.

You jump into the conversation, eager to share your opinion.

After a long moment of silence, someone says, “Actually, we were talking about something

else.”

You apologize for interrupting and back away as you look around nervously, convinced the entire

room overheard.

Inflated confidence

The spotlight effect can also work the other way, causing you to think everyone noticed

something you’re particularly proud of.



Perhaps you’ve just finished a presentation to your seminar. You spent a long time preparing and

know you did well, particularly since your research covered several obscure points.

“How was it?” you ask a classmate as you take your seat. You ready yourself to take in their

amazed reaction.

“Huh?” They say distractedly. “Oh, fine.” But you can tell your successful performance didn’t

really register.

Why does it happen?

The spotlight effect is an example of cognitive bias, or error in reasoning.

Your worldview, choices, and moment-to-moment experiences typically revolve around you.

https://www.healthline.com/health/mental-health/cognitive-bias
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endow with renewed life

As you go about your day, you focus on the needs, responsibilities, and aspects of daily life that

matter most to you. This can create something of a blind spot.

People typically interpret their experiences in the context of what they already know and think.

This often results in observations that aren’t entirely accurate. You notice what you consider

https://vivifychangecatalyst.wordpress.com/2018/05/29/marshall-goldsmith-spotlight-effect-and-illusion-of-transparency/
https://vivifychangecatalyst.wordpress.com/2018/05/29/marshall-goldsmith-spotlight-effect-and-illusion-of-transparency/


important, and you believe other people see these things in the same way. This is known as naive

realism.

Most people don’t realize their perceptions are biased. Consider this, though: If your reality is

shaped by your personal experience, doesn’t it follow that the same goes for everyone else?

In your world, you’re front and center. In their world, they are. Just as you focus largely on the

information that has significance to you, their observations prioritize the information most

important to them.

How to deal with it

Spending a lot of time worrying about how others see you can have a negative impact on

self-confidence and worsen feelings of anxiety or social anxiety.

While the spotlight effect is just a normal part of being human, there are two things that can help

when you feel like your mistakes are taking center stage.

Remind yourself about that self-imposed spotlight

Overcoming the spotlight effect can sometimes be as simple as knowing it exists.

When you remember everyone around you has their own concerns to focus on (including how

people see them), that spotlight probably won’t feel so bright.

So, even when your hair absolutely won’t behave or you regret your outfit more by the hour, just

keep in mind that far fewer people than you imagine will actually notice.

And those who do? They likely won’t remember for long.

https://www.healthline.com/health/how-to-stop-being-insecure
https://www.healthline.com/health/anxiety


Still a little worried? Ask yourself this: How often do you notice (or remember) what other

people do?

Try to stay casual

The spotlight effect may not necessarily relate to public mistakes, but that’s when you might feel

it most.

When a coworker, friend, or stranger does happen to catch something, ease your tension with a

lighthearted remark. Connecting in this way can make it seem as if the situation is just between

the two of you, and you’ll spend less time wondering about anyone else who might’ve seen.

If you accidentally call your boss by your partner’s name, you might feel a little flustered. The

more embarrassed you feel, though, the harder it becomes to recover.

Instead, say something like, “Well, my body made it to work, but I think my brain is still in

transit.” Then move on with what you were saying.

When you can look at yourself with a sense of humor, people will remember you, but they’ll

probably remember your positive attitude more than the accident that led to it.

23) THE OPTIMISM BIAS:



What Is the Optimism Bias?

Your brain has a built-in optimism bias. The phenomenon is also often referred to as "the illusion

of invulnerability," "unrealistic optimism," and a "personal fable."

This bias leads us to believe that we are less likely to suffer from misfortune and more likely to

attain success than reality would suggest. We believe that we will live longer than the average,

that our children will be smarter than the average, and that we will be more successful in life

than the average. But by definition, we can't all be above average.

The  optimism bias is essentially a mistaken belief that our chances of experiencing negative

events are lower and our chances of experiencing positive events are higher than those of our

peers.
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This phenomenon was initially described by Weinstein in 1980, who found that the majority of

college students believed that their chances of developing a drinking problem or getting divorced

were lower than their peers.3  At the same time, the majority of these students also believed that

their chances of positive outcomes like owning their own home and living into old age were

much higher.



Impact of the Optimism Bias

The optimism bias doesn’t mean that we have an overly sunny outlook on our own lives. It can

also lead to poor decision-making, which can sometimes have disastrous results.  People might

skip their yearly physical, not wear their seatbelt, not add money to their emergency fund, or fail

to put on sunscreen because they mistakenly believe that bad things won't happen to them.

Cognitive neuroscientist Tali Sharot, author of The Optimism Bias: A Tour of the Irrationally

Positive Brain, notes that this bias is widespread and can be seen in cultures all over the world.5 
Sharot also suggests that while this optimism bias can at times lead to negative outcomes like

foolishly engaging in risky behaviors or making poor choices about your health, it can also have

its benefits.

How Learned Optimism Can Improve Your Life

Benefits of the Optimism Bias

If we expect good things to happen, we are more likely to be happy. This optimism, Sharot also

explained in a 2012 TED Talk, can act as a self-fulfilling prophecy. By believing that we will be

successful, people are in fact more likely to be successful.

This optimism enhances well-being by creating a sense of anticipation about the future.
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Optimism also motivates us to pursue our goals. After all, if we didn't believe that we could

achieve success, why would we even bother trying? Optimists are also more likely to take

measures to protect their health such as exercising, taking vitamins, and following a nutritious

diet.6 

Causes of the Optimism Bias

So why are we so geared toward optimism? Experts believe that our brains may be wired by

evolution to see the glass half-full.

Researchers have suggested various causes that lead to the optimism bias, including cognitive

and motivational factors. When we are evaluating our risks, we compare our own situation to



that of other people, but we are also egocentric. We focus on ourselves instead of realistically

looking at how we compare to others.

But we are also highly motivated to be so optimistic. By believing that we are unlikely to fail and

more likely to succeed, we have better self-esteem, lower stress levels, and better overall

well-being.

The Optimism Bias Conundrum

Optimism bias increases the belief that good things will happen in your life no matter what, but it

may also lead to poor decision-making because you're not worried about risks.

24) THE PLANNING BIAS:
What do governments, businesses and individuals have in common? They've all invested time
and money in forecasting how long a project will take to complete. Despite the forecasting, every
one of them has swung and missed. The reason? They've all been victims of something called the
planning fallacy.
The planning fallacy is a cognitive bias first proposed by Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky
in 1979. They defined this phenomenon as "the tendency to underestimate the amount of time
needed to complete a future task, due in part to the reliance on overly optimistic performance
scenarios."
Why do so many of us fall into this trap? The most obvious reason is wishful thinking. We all
have the best intentions to get something done as quickly and efficiently as possible.
Unfortunately, in our excitement, we underestimate how long it's actually going to take to cross
that finish line. The reason? We just didn't take into account external and internal snags — like
being stuck in a rut or having to cut through red tape.
Regardless of the exact reason, the planning fallacy can do some significant damage. A missed
deadline can harm your professional reputation, as well as cost you financially. It can also throw
your schedule out of whack. If you've missed a target date, that means what you have planned
next has to get pushed back.
The planning fallacy can cause serious problems. Thankfully, there are ways to avoid it.

https://www.verywellmind.com/what-is-self-esteem-2795868
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Wishful Thinking: Wishful thinking seems like something that wouldn’t happen to rational
planners, but research says otherwise. In fact, many of us perceive the world as we think it is —
rather than based on evidence, facts, and truths. We do so mostly because we think “ it’s so good,
it must be true”. Moreover, because we’ve never experienced the alternative scenarios ourselves
— we think they don’t exist. When we let our wishful thinking get the better of us amidst a
planning exercise, we’ve let our guards down and introduced risk to the project.
Self Serving Bias: If you’ve ever been in sales, you have probably come across salespeople who
will ascribe a good sales month to their own hard work and superior sales strategy — but they’ll
be quick to blame poor sales performances on the market, product issues, etc. Classic
self-serving bias in action.
Self-serving bias is a result of people wanting to manage how others think of them. This bias
leads us to over-index on our ability to drive successful outcomes and establish causal
relationships with success where there in fact maybe none. In the context of planning —
self-serving bias leads individuals to reject and /or ignore negative outcomes in the past and
blame it on external factors other than their own competence. This can also lead to
underestimating the time, costs, and risks of a project.



HOW TO AVOID PLANNING FALLACY:

Three Tips to Help Avoid Becoming a Planning Fallacy Victim:
1. Use the data from past projects to predict your future project timelines

Let history be your guide and realize that you typically have a solution to your scheduling

problem right in front of you. If you haven’t conducted a project similar to the one you’re

planning before, consult industry benchmarks. Find something that can set a precedent, even if

the specific project isn’t directly comparable. (e.g. If you’re opening the first-ever Robot Cat

Clothing Boutique, research the project timeline for the Hats for Fake House Plants store across

the street.)

2. Be a pessimist

Remember Murphy’s Law: what can go wrong, will go wrong. Your projects won’t run perfectly,

even if you have the best intentions. Build your plan accordingly. It’s not to say that negativity

will help you accomplish your goals, but approaching planning from a conservative, risk

management standpoint will help curb enthusiasm.

3. Ask an unbiased party to gut-check your plan

It can be difficult to distance yourself from a plan you’re working on. It’s easy to convince

yourself that the ideal timeline you’ve created will work out perfectly. Pass your completed

timeline off to a co-worker, and don’t campaign for your proposed timeline. Invite them to give

open and honest feedback on whether or not they think the timeline is not just feasible, but

realistic. Bonus points if you can get the office skeptic to take a pass at it.ß



THE IMPORTANCE, AND CRITICALITY OF RATIONALITY

1)COST OF IRRATIONALITY:

What does good Decision-Making depend on ?
It certainly depends on how smart you are, your IQ and Intelligence. But more importantly, it
depends on how “rational” you are.
How do you weigh the pros and cons of different choices and alternatives, especially under
conditions of uncertainty and incomplete information ?
And this is what we almost always miss out on. And it can prove disastrous, as you will see
with several examples coming up later.

Research has clearly demonstrated that the basic architecture of human thinking and cognition is
imperfect, especially in today's environment.
So we are all prone to several systematic and predictable errors of judgment and decision
making. All the heuristics and biases covered so far clearly tell us that not thinking and judgment
can often lead to wrong decisions leading us away from rationality and logic.
People differ in their judgment and decision making abilities.
You saw that in the various studies Kahneman and Turkey and others conducted.
That means that there are individual variations in Rationality. While all of us are biased,
some people are more prone to Biases and System 1 Thinking, than others !

Intelligence, as represented by IQ Tests, has come to be fairly critical and universal today.
It determines the academic and professional fates of millions of people.
University admissions use different types of Aptitude Tests that are nothing but variations of IQ
tests. The well known SATs have undergone many name changes over the years, but are
definitely IQ tests.For entry into Business School, Law school and even sometimes High School,
a proxy IQ Test is used.

Corporations and the Military also use assessment and evaluation mechanisms that are
essentially Intelligence Tests.



But, IQ tests, as they are today, do not measure several important aspects of real-world decision
making. They don’t test for System 1 or System 2 thinking.
They don't check how you analyze the evidence, or how you utilize probability and statistics to
validate your beliefs and judgements.
So it is very possible for someone with a very high IQ, to actually be very biased in their
judgements, subconsciously. All that Intelligence is wasted if one does not think or judge
rationally.

Keith Stanovich, Emeritus Professor of Applied Psychology and Human Development, at the
University of Toronto, coined the phrase “Dysrationalia”, for this phenomenon.
He defines “Dysrationalia” as the inability to think and behave rationally, despite having
adequate or even high intelligence.

Let us first cover some basic theories on rationality.

What does Rationality involve ?

Adopting appropriate goals, taking the appropriate actions to reach those goals, and holding
beliefs that are commensurate with logic and available evidence,
and being able to revise our beliefs and judgements with fresh data,
logic or evidence.

Two types, or aspects, of rationality are commonly recognised:
● Instrumental and
● Epistemic Rationality.

Instrumental rationality is concerned with achieving goals. It is what helps us choose and
implement actions that steer us towards our goals and objectives. These objectives can be small
or big, anything that we want, or care about.

It could be tasting a new flavour of ice cream, quitting smoking, having a baby, implementing a
social welfare scheme or becoming the CEO of an organization. Given any of these objectives,
you use your existing resources to achieve them in the best way possible. This is instrumental
Rationality, which can be estimated, to some extent, using Intelligence tests.



The other type of rationality is Epistemic rationality. This aspect of rationality involves achieving
and maintaining accurate judgements and beliefs about the world. And updating your beliefs and
judgements when you come across new evidence, or when earlier evidence
proves unreliable. An important part of this is the accurate estimation of probabilities and
gauging the reliability and validity of any information presented.
This is the more complicated rationality, which is rarely measured, but is a critical component of
rational decision-making !

2) THE COST OF RATIONALITY:

We have learnt of System 1 and System 2 Processing, but further research by Stanovich and
colleagues, reveals that it is possible to divide System 2 Processing further, into the Reflective
Mind and the Algorithmic Mind, as shown in the figure.



This is Stanovich and team’s three part model of how we think. The part below the dotted line is
System 1 thinking, and above the dotted line is System 2.
IQ tests roughly reveal the strength of the Algorithmic mind, a measure of one’s cognitive or
processing power.
But there are certain rationality related problems that people do better or worse on, independent
of IQ.
Doing well on these problems relies more on thinking dispositions or tendencies, rather than
processing power alone.
Those with a strong reflective mind demonstrate actively open-minded thinking, more
intellectual engagement, more foresight and less dogmatism.

This includes the tendency to collect information before making up one’s mind, seeking various
points of view before coming to a conclusion, and the tendency to think about all possible future
consequences before taking any action.

Fluid intelligence is more characteristic of the Algorithmic mind, like Instrumental Rationality,
the kind thats measured by IQ Tests or Aptitude Tests. It is the capacity to reason and solve
problems, by identifying patterns and relationships that characterize these problems, and then
using logic to figure out their solutions.
While all that is certainly very much needed for thinking and decision making, it is by no means
a comprehensive assessment of Intelligence,or Effective Decision Making.
A strong Reflective mind is also needed for that, and IQ Tests do not even begin to measure this !
The difference between the reflective mind and the algorithmic mind is captured in the
distinction that Psychologists make between tests of Intelligence and Tests of Critical Thinking.

Let us now look at some real world cases, where irrationality and biases proved very costly
indeed.

When YouTube launched their video upload App for iOS, 5 to 10 % of the videos uploaded by
the users were upside-down.

● What was the reason ?
● Were people shooting videos incorrectly ?
● Was it a bug on their phones ?

No. Youtube’s design was the problem. The App was designed for right-handed users !
But, a little observation will tell you that left handed people usually rotate their phones 180
degrees when using them. Especially to shoot videos, in order to access the buttons conveniently.
But Youtube had missed this.



Their App had worked perfectly for their 100% right-handed developer team ! Because they
were looking at everything from their own group’s perspective, and failed to even consider that
other perspectives exist ! Again this was not a deliberate exclusion or discrimination.
It had just never occurred to them ! Without realising it, Youtube had created an app that worked
best for exclusively right-handed users ! Google is one of those forward looking companies that
has now been very active in training people on

Biases and De-biasing, because it has realised the serious implications of Biases, in judgements
and decision-making.

3) COST OF IRRATIONALITY:

In the 1950s, Kodak sold almost all the colour film used in the U.S. To make sure that the
colours of their prints were calibrated correctly,
Kodak had to set a colour standard that any studio that processed film could calibrate against. So
they came up with the Shirley card, probably named after the first model to pose for one. That
became the standard for colour calibration in photo labs all over the world.
And, not surprisingly, since this was the 1950s, the Shirley cards always included photos of
light-skinned women !

At that time, the people who were buying cameras were mostly Caucasians, and Kodak didn’t
see the need for a broader range of skin tones. But this Bias towards lighter skin colour, with
higher reflectivity, meant that there were often exposure issues when shooting darker shades or
mixed-race photos. But that was not the only problem.
In the 1970s, wood furniture and chocolate makers began complaining that Kodak film wasn’t
capturing the difference in wood grains and chocolate types.
Around the same time, the film and TV industries also started becoming more diverse.

Finally, only in 1995 did Kodak introduce a new multi-racial skin colour reference card that
featured a Caucasian, Asian, and an African woman with different skin and clothing colours.
It took until the 1990s for camera makers to develop a new kind of camera system that balanced
lighter and darker skin tones individually.

There is a lot more documented evidence on how unconscious bias affects workplace decisions.
A 2010 survey from the Queensland University of Technology, studied 13,000 Caucasian
women. They found that blondes earn 7 percent more than female employees of any other hair
color. This pay increase was equivalent to the salary boost an employee would generally get from
one entire year of additional education !



People were subconsciously judging blondes as more capable than women of other hair colors.
The National Bureau of Economic Research found that for every 1 % increase in a woman’s
body mass, there was a 0.6 percent decrease in family income !

Heavier women are more likely to end up marrying lower-income men or remain single.
In addition, the heavier the woman, the less prestigious her job is likely to be.
The same is not the case for men. Men are evaluated more by their achievements, while women
are judged more by their appearance. 58 percent of Fortune 500 CEOs are just around 6 feet tall,
while only 14.5 percent of the male population is around 6 feet tall.

Tall men tend to move into leadership positions far more quickly than their shorter counterparts.
A 2004 study from the University of Florida, found that for every additional inch of height, a tall
worker can expect to earn an extra nearly 800 dollars per year !

Credit: researchgate

The difference is quite significant, and warrants attention. Again, almost none of these
judgements and decisions were deliberate, or intended to be discriminatory.
But they arise because our brain does not make decisions rationally, especially under limited
information, or uncertainty.



But that’s when we need the best quality of decisions. Thats when the costs of irrational
decisions are the highest ! Rationality is much more than just snob value
or feel-good, It is totally essential for optimal decision-making.
Without rationality, your judgements can go very wrong! And you will not be able to achieve
your goals effectively.

4) COST OF IRRATIONALITY: PART 4

Let’s now look at some more serious consequences of irrationality.

John Allen Paulos is an intelligent man, one who will score very highly on any IQ Test. He is a
Professor of Mathematics at Temple University, and the author of several popular books,
including the best-seller “Innumeracy”. He received an unexpected chunk of money
and one of the things he did with this money was to buy the stock of WorldCom at 47 dollars per
share, in early 2000. Which, by itself, was not such an irrational thing,
maybe. But then, he fell irrationally in love with this stock !

He was not following any rational strategy, he just got carried away. He bought some more
Worldcom stock, although it had fallen to 30 dollars. And bought even more, as it fell
further and further. By that time, it was becoming increasingly clear that there was a problem of
overcapacity in the long distance phone industry.
But, Paulos only searched for news and analyses about Worldcom, that was positive, and
supported his buying spree.

Paulos details all this in his book “A Mathematician Plays the Stock Market”. In October 2000,
WorldCom stock was at 20 dollars and he continued to buy it, even though all the evidence
clearly indicated that he should have been selling instead. He began concealing this irrationality
from his wife, because he was now buying stock on margin, with borrowed money. He was so far
gone, that he even began e-mailing the CEO of WorldCom in a desperate attempt to turn the
situation around …

In 2002, he finally ended the craziness, selling at a huge loss. He realizes now that he had acted
very foolishly and irrationally indeed. Luckily, it stopped short of ruining his life.
But many are not so lucky, In 1997, mass irrationality in Albania, not only prompted this
European country to fall into financial ruin, but also started a mass revolt that toppled the
government, and was responsible for the deaths of more than 2,000 people. In the early 1990s,



Albania had begun to transition into a liberalized market economy after years of suffering under
a horrible dictatorship.

From one of the poorest countries in Europe, it had started to turn itself around, granting more
personal and economic freedom to its citizens. It even got praise from The International
Monetary Fund during this period, as its markets opened up, GDP increased, inflation reduced,
and foreign investment picked up. Then, things began to deteriorate rapidly.
The rudimentary financial system that was just being put in place had very few checks and
balances, and the financial gullibility of the people was high.  So the country became dominated
by Pyramid and Ponzi schemes.

5) THE COST OF IRRATIONALITY:

Ponzi schemes offer very large returns to initial investors. There is literally nothing behind these
large returns. It’s a stupidly simple scheme; Early investors are paid off with the money invested
by later investors. This high returns paid to the early investors creates a word of mouth cascade,
which spawns a rush of new investors, and the money keeps flowing in … for SOME time. This
self-reinforcing craze has to run out, once you span a sizable proportion of the local population.

Mathematics eventually catches up ! But, by then, the schemesters have made a lot of money
from gullible investors.They usually abscond just before, or just as the Pyramid starts collapsing.
But how do so many people fall for Ponzi schemes?
High rates of return seem especially attractive when other investment opportunities are rare or
offer low returns.

Prospective investors are often given a complicated explanation for the abnormally high returns
promised.

In Albania, some investors were told that the high rates of return were generated by foreign
currency speculation; others were told that complex mining schemes were behind the profits.

Ponzi schemes operate all over the world, and even flourish in mature economies,
but the sheer magnitude of the schemes in Albania was monstrous. Nearly two-thirds of
Albania's citizens fell for the schemes, drawn in by the promise of wealth they had never
experienced, as well as the government's endorsements of some of the funds. People were into
huge debts and took out mortgages on their homes to invest. Many put their entire life savings
into the schemes. More than half of the country’s GDP was invested in Ponzi schemes.



Such schemes repeatedly find victims, who sincerely believe that the laws of economics can be
defied. And that there is a way to obtain returns on investments that are orders of magnitude
greater than those in traditional financial instruments.

And they also believe that such schemes involve minimal or no risk.
Thousands of Albanians lost their entire savings and their homes, when the schemes collapsed.
The country descended into chaos as riots broke out, in which more than 2000 people died, and
the government, which was probably partly involved, also collapsed.
Much of the actual money disappeared into foreign banks, and many of those who perpetrated
the fraud fled or claimed bankruptcy. As usually happens in such cases !
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So, it is quite ridiculous for society to be so fixated only on assessing intelligence and virtually
ignoring rationality, when the evidence is pretty clear that the consequences of irrational thinking
are huge. In our society, what gets measured gets valued.
There is currently no Rationality test. And the few critical thinking tests there are, are neither
comprehensive, nor standardized. And very few people know about them.
However, that could change very soon, since Keith Stanovich and Team have been working on
this, and have come up with a prototype Rationality Test.

This test synthesizes theoretical work and empirical research of more than 3 decades ….



Some of the questions will be similar to the riddle in the Promo Video of this course or the bat
and ball problem you saw at the beginning.

The test will be called the CART Test, The Comprehensive Assessment of Rational Thinking.
It would be a great beginning to more formally assess rational thinking skills, which are crucial
to effective judgements and Decision-Making.

DE-BIASING AND DE-BIASING TECHNIQUES:

1) INTRODUCTION

By now, it must be quite clear to you that we are not the rational decision-makers that we often
like to think we are, And at some level, we are aware of this.

In a McKinsey Quarterly survey, 2,207 Executives were asked what they thought about the
quality of strategic decisions in their respective organizations. Only 28% of the Executives said
that the quality of strategic decisions in their organisations, was generally
Good. 60% Executives thought that bad decisions were as frequent as good ones !
And about 12% of the Executives actually thought that good decisions were very rare, and bad
decisions were far more frequent than good ones !
So, a substantial 72% of the Executives were fully aware of the problems in Corporate
decision-making.

Research has repeatedly found that Cognitive biases frequently affect important strategic
decisions, made by the smartest of Leaders, and Managers, even in the best of companies.

Can we overcome this ? And does it help to modify and de-bias our decision-making processes ?

Let's find out:

Dan Lovallo and Olivier Sibony, have worked with Daniel Kahneman, to study Biases in the
Corporate world.Most Corporate decisions involve some data gathering and analysis.



They also rely on the insights, expertise, experience, and judgment of the Business Decision
Makers, and Executives. And different organisations might use different decision-making
processes.

In order to analyse the success factors for good decisions, the Research team studied 1,048 major
Corporate decisions, made over 5 years, and this included Investments in New Products, Merger
and Acquisition decisions, and large capital expenditures.

So what did the Analysis reveal ?

There were 3 main parameters that contributed to decision-making effectiveness.
They were :

● Process,
● Data Analysis, and
● Industry and Company Variables.

The Study had controlled for factors like industry, geography, and company size, and used
regression analysis to calculate how much of the variance in decision outcomes was explained by
the quality of the process, and how much by the quantity and detail of the analysis done, apart
from Industry and company variables.
53% of decision making effectiveness, was because of the Quality of the Process used to arrive at
the decision,and this included how much de-biasing it involved.

➔ 39% of decision making effectiveness was because of Industry and Company variables.
These are often external parameters and constraints that may not be in the
decision-maker’s control.

➔ Only 8% of decision making effectiveness was because of the quantity, and detail, of
Data analysis and modelling done, for the decision-making.

A rigorous, objective and de-biased decision-making process, was far more important for good
quality decisions, than complicated and advanced data analysis.
6 times more important. Data Analysis was not even the second-most important criteria,  it was
the third.
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Industry and Company variables were the second most important, for the success, or failure, of
the decision.

Even the best and most advanced Data Analysis cannot salvage a poorly structured, and biased,
Decision-Making Process, but a good decision-making process can weed out bad data, and
analysis.

2) DECISION  MAKING PROCESS: ROI OF YOUR DECISION

For 673 out of the 1,048 decisions analysed, for which data was collected,
ROI data was also available. So, the study could also measure the return on investment of these
decisions, and compare the ROI of decisions that were made with a superior process, to those
that were not. This analysis revealed that improving a company’s decision-making process
quality, from the bottom, to the top, quartile, improved its ROI by 6.9 percentage points.

That's nearly a 7% increase in the Return on Investment of the company’s decisions.
A good decision-making Process, isn’t just nice-to-have; it is good business.
When organizations work at reducing the effect of Bias, and improving the rigour, and
objectivity, of their decision-making processes, they achieve up to 7% greater
ROI.

Now consider how much organisations have invested, and continue to invest, in Data Analytics,
Business Intelligence, and Data Science.
How much do you think they invest in de-biasing and improving their decision-making
processes, which can be 6 times more effective ?!

Let’s focus a little on ways to encourage our System 2 more.

Think of your favorite Leader. Someone you admire and look up to.  What are some of their
characteristics ?

It’s highly likely that they will be confident, quick, and decisive in their judgements and
decisions. Thats a common trait that most people look up to, and expect, in good Leaders.

https://in.pinterest.com/jking1754


We rarely admire Leaders who are unsure, or analyse things for a long time before deciding. But
that makes no sense. We know that System 1 is quick and automatic, deciding most things
unconsciously.  And System 2 is slow and deliberate, and inefficient.
System 1 was quite effective during the Paleolithic, but can often be wrong, or misleading,
in today’s environment.

The Corporate World, however brutal it may be, is definitely not the Paleolithic. We don’t need
to make life and death decisions in a split second.  So, however impressed we may be, with
Leaders who look and sound confident, making their quick and firm decisions, it is very likely
that their quick and confident decisions are Biased.

One of the easiest ways to de-bias, is to try and encourage your System 2 to get involved.
Slowing down is essentially the best technique, to outsmart your System 1, and encourage your
System 2 to get engaged. Slow down, and prod your brain to do a little thinking, and rational
analysis. This will wake up your System 2, from its background processing mode, and engage it
for the decision.Beware of the glib and easy answers that pop into your head almost
instantaneously.

Reject those quick and easy answers, and look for others. Try and make the decision
an elaborate affair. List down pros and cons, the data and evidence that you have etc. Once you
start a more detailed decision making process, it is likely that your System 2 will get involved.

Getting worried and anxious is also a good way to prod your System 2, so it might help to think
of worst case scenarios !

Remember that when your common pool of energy is depleted, you don't have energy left for
mental effort either. So, it’s highly unlikely that System 2 will be engaged after that.
System 1 Heuristics and shortcuts will make the quick and instinctive choice, by default. So,
never make big decisions when you are tired, exhausted, after heavy mental or physical, or
emotional, effort.

Beware of big decisions whenever you are in Cognitive Ease, that nice, relaxed and lazy frame of
mind, maybe at the end of a long day, or after a few drinks.

Last but not the least, remember not to bash your System 1 much,
Your System 1 instincts and heuristics work pretty well for most things, and may be more than
enough for your everyday smaller decisions.



There is no need to engage your System 2 for every little thing. It’s important to save up your
System 2 for the bigger, and more crucial decisions. System 2 is slow and inefficient, and uses up
a lot of your energy.
Using it for every little decision, will make you an exhausted wreck, and when you really need it,
your System 2 may be unavailable !

3) DE BIASING METHODS PART 1:

So how can you de-bias ? How can you minimize your Biases, and their impact, on your
thinking, judgements and Decisions ? Does Bias Training help ?

Learning about your System 1 and 2, and the different types of cognitive biases, does help, but
not much. Merely “trying hard” to be unbiased, or minimize your biases, also does not help
much. That’s because biases are subconscious ;
System 1 works automatically and subconsciously, and you are not aware of the judgements and
decisions made by System 1. So you cannot consciously try to be less biased !
This is also the reason why you may be able to notice Biases in others, but not in yourself.
Bias Training is essential for education, and awareness building, and before you introduce
De-Biasing techniques, or change your processes, in the Organization. But it is never enough by
itself. You have to improve, and de-bias, your decision-making processes !

Here are some specific de-biasing techniques. Remember these are just a few of the main ones,
there may be other methods which prove effective, in different scenarios.



These are the strategies and techniques,

1. Checklists, Protocols and Standard Operating Procedures
2. Peer and External Review,
Accountability, and Consequences
3. Blinding
4. Diversity in Decision-Making
5. Encourage Dissent
6. AI

FIRST TECHNIQUE

Checklists, Protocols and Standard Operating Procedures, are good ways to reduce almost all
kinds of bias, by standardising what’s done.



This ensures that judgements and decisions are not left to the whims and fancies of individual
decision makers.

In high stress job environments, like the airplane cockpit, or the operation theatre, checklists and
protocols ensure, that decision-makers don't miss any step, and carry out the process,
exactly as it is supposed to be carried out. The more detailed the instructions and steps are, the
less room there is for deviation, error, and Bias. During any stress, anxiety, or crises,
your presence of mind is not good, and so, your response times are much longer.
You are anxious and scared, and uncertain. This is an ideal time for biases to ruin your decisions.
Which is why pilots, and surgeons, have lots of such checklists, procedures, and protocols in
place, and generally rely on them a lot !

But Checklists can be useful for other things too.

When hiring a candidate, for example, if you have a checklist of what you are looking for in an
ideal candidate, you can try and ensure that most of these are measured objectively.
Put down the educational criteria you are looking for, the experience levels you are looking for,
the type of attitudes, skills, and achievements, you would like.
Put these down, before you meet any of the candidates. And then, after meeting each candidate,
evaluate them against this checklist,
objectively. And document this evaluation. This will help minimize biases.

Similar checklists can also be used for Performance Evaluations, and Succession Planning.
The trick is to ensure compliance. Supervisors and Managers will often find devious ways to
circumvent such rigorous processes.
They will follow it for some employees or candidates, but not for others. Referrals and known
candidates may be treated differently.
Checklists may be used to reject someone they don’t want to hire, for example, and ignored,
when they want to hire someone. Education and Awareness building, can help employees
understand why these are essential, and improve compliance.

Leadership commitment, right from the top, is also essential, along with policies, and
enforcement.

4) DE BIASING METHOD PART 2:

2. Peer and External review, Accountability, and Consequences. With Peer and External review,
you have an external, objective, pair of eyes, evaluating your judgements and decisions,
independently.



But, to be truly effective, the reviewer or reviewers should not just go through the various steps
the decision maker went through. Since that will prime, and bias the reviewer, with the original
decision-making process, and steps. It’s cognitively very easy for the reviewer to follow the same
series of steps as the original decision-maker, but that will make it highly likely for them to end
up with the same, or very similar, conclusion !
It’s essential for reviewers not to be primed by how the original decision-makers thought, or the
steps they took, to reach their conclusions.

They should start afresh. They should look at just the problem and all the evidence and data
available, and use their own standardised decision-making process, to arrive at their independent
conclusions. That’s what an independent review is !

There also has to be some intrinsic motivation for a reviewer, to provide a truly objective and
critical review.Otherwise, they will end up just going along. In department, or team, peer
reviews, team members often end up having an implicit agreement, to be nice when reviewing
each other’s decisions, or work. Because it makes work easier for everyone involved.
In such cases, biases and inaccuracies will rarely be revealed, and the whole point of a review is
lost.

So, having peer reviews within the same small group is not a good idea.
The reviewers need to change periodically, and should not be people the decision-makers know
well.Making People Accountable for their judgements and decisions, is one way to make them
wake up, and pay attention.
Then they are likely to get their System 2 engaged, and drastically reduce the likelihood of a
biased judgement or decision.
If decision-makers know that their judgements and decisions will be evaluated, or criticised,
later, and that there will be consequences, rewards and punishments, this can encourage a more
thorough, and critical, decision-making process.
The incentive of a reward, or the threat of a punishment, can make people do things more
carefully and thoroughly.

For example, consider the Planning Bias, which makes people overly optimistic about Project
completion times. And makes them underestimate the risks and their impact.
Here, rewarding accurate forecasts, and penalising inaccurate ones, is one way to make Planners
accountable ! It will be an incentive for people to track Projects more carefully and critically.
They may start to take risks more seriously and de-risk better. Or have alternative plans in case
of derailment of the original plan.
Rewards and punishments may not be good for intrinsic motivation, but they can make you
anxious enough to engage your System 2.



Accountability and consequences can also be effective against the Availability Heuristic and the
Confirmation Bias.

Rewards and Punishments, can motivate you to look at several data points, not just those
available,including contradictory data and theories.

3. Blinding Another method which is very effective in various scenarios, is that of blinding.
When some aspects of a situation, or person, can bias you, you hide those aspects from yourself,
blind yourself to them.
When you have to decide important things, like who gets hired, who gets the promotion, or who
gets picked for that much desired assignment, or Project, you may need to do some blinding !

Blinding became popular when orchestras aimed to correct their gender disparities.
In the 1970s, the top five orchestras in the U.S, had fewer than 5% women.
One could assume that women were really bad at playing instruments,
but how do you find out if that’s the case ?
So, orchestras came up with the idea of “blind” auditions.
Candidates played behind a screen, so that the jury could not see them.
In some orchestras, blind auditions were used just for the preliminary selection, while in others,
they were used till the end, until a hiring decision was made.

And, guess what ?
Women were 50% more likely to be selected when blinding was used, than before. While hiring,
for example, you can blind yourself, by looking at the resumes without the photographs, name,
gender, ethnicity, age, or place of origin.
Just look at the experience, achievements, skills, and capabilities, and decide. Those are the
parameters that matter anyway,
the rest will just bias you !
The final evaluation will, in most cases, be in person, where all the subjectivity, and biases, will
be in full play.
But hopefully, by then, there will be enough real data, evidence, and comparative evaluation, to
dilute the biasing significantly !

5) DE BIASING METHOD PART 3

4. Diversity in Decision Making
There is plenty of Research to suggest that Diverse groups make better decisions than
non-diverse ones.The Decisions made are more rational and evidence based,  the deliberations



are more thorough, and errors and misses are more easily noticed, and corrected, in Diverse
Groups.
In fact, one particular study done by Cloverpop, a cloud-based decision-making platform
company, looked at 566 business decisions, made by 184 different business teams, in a wide
variety of companies,
over 2 years.
They found that each dimension of diversity added a significant improvement to the
decision-making quality. The dimensions were … gender, age and geographic and ethnic
Diversity ! The difference between maximum and minimum diversity, improved decision making
effectiveness from 58% to 87%, which is a pretty big deal !!

Credit: deloitte

Other dimensions have been shown to be important too, in other Research -
diversity in education and industry experience, for example.

So, a good way to de-bias your decision-making, is to try and make your Decision-Making teams
more diverse. A tried-and-tested way to do this is to ensure diversity in middle, Senior and
Executive management.
This improves the quality of decisions made, which has been shown, to improve business results,
and innovation !



5. Encouraging Dissent
There’s an experiment thats been done many times. where you ask people to estimate how many
coins there are, in a transparent jar.
When people do that exercise independently, the accuracy of their judgment improves over time,
and is fairly good.
But if people hear each other’s estimates, the first one influences the second, which influences
the third, and so on. And the accuracy of the judgement is reduced. This implicit pressure to
conform runs across the enterprise.

Decisions made in a group, or discussed in meetings, often have this problem.
The most confident or aggressive person, or persons, in the group, will influence the decisions of
everyone else. And you will often end up with 2 polarized positions, rather than an independent
set of views, or possible solutions.
Criticism is often dismissed, or mocked. When this happens frequently, people soon get the hang
of it. They pick a polarized position and stop making any original suggestions, or contributions.
And this gets even worse when there is awareness of a senior Leader’s preferred position or
choice of decision.
If you know that your Boss, or the Big Boss prefers a certain decision, or is likely to decide, or
judge, in a particular way, then there is tremendous pressure to conform to that.
No one will take the risk of disagreeing, or criticizing, that position! And, if everyone agrees and
the process gets rolling, the whole machinery will get committed to it,
it will gain a momentum of its own. And after that, it will be almost impossible to change the
course of action !
The best solution to this is to have people write their suggestions or criticisms on a slip of paper,
anonymously. Or submit it anonymously into a software system.
Once you write down your point of view, judgement or criticism before a discussion, it will be
made independent of what other people think or judge.
And, it’s more likely for all suggestions and criticisms to be taken seriously, rather than just a
set of binary views from the most confident, or aggressive, employees or leaders.
Projects frequently fail, or are de-railed, because many people are reluctant to speak up about
their doubts and reservations, during its early stages !

Nobody wants to be the naysayer, they don’t want to be that employee, the one who criticized, or
doubted, the Leader’s or organization’s pet Project !
Go on to the next video for more interesting strategies …

6) DE BIASING METHOD PART 4:

The Pre-Mortem is a De-Biasing Technique, or Method, first introduced in a HBR paper titled
“Performing a Project Pre-mortem” in 2007, by Gary Klein.



You do a post-mortem, after the patient is dead.
A hypothetical post mortem, before the patient’s death, is a pre-mortem.
Imagine that the patient has died, and then try and figure out why it happened, and what could
have gone wrong ?!

Lets see how it works.

The pre-mortem has to be done at the early stages of decision-making.
Let’s say that a team, corporation, or committee, is at the preliminary stages of making a big
decision. They have an objective to reach, they identified the various options to get there, and
each of their pros and cons, etc.

Leadership will likely have a few favourite options too, but no decision has been made.
That’s the ideal time to do a pre-mortem.

What do you do ?

You get all the key stakeholders of the decision; including all the people involved in, and
affected by the decision. Then the Organizer, or Leader, of the Pre-Mortem, gets them all into a
room, gives each of them a sheet of paper, and briefs them.
The organiser tells the Pre-Mortem team this, Assume that the decision has been made, signed
off, and implemented.
You should ideally do this with each of the options identified, maybe the shortlisted ones.
Imagine it has been done.
Imagine that it’s now been some time after that. And the decision has failed ! It is a total disaster.
Now, having assumed that the Project has failed, each of you need to write down the top 5 or 10
reasons for this failure, why it happened, and how it happened.
And everyone has to do this ! Including the Leaders, and bosses, everyone !
Now, of course, the team has to first agree on what they mean by “failure”, and its
parameters.Then they can go ahead and list the 5 or 10 reasons for the failure !

This is a beautiful technique for multiple reasons.

First, the Pre-mortem uses an important concept called Prospective hindsight.
Prospective hindsight happens, when you imagine a future event, as if it has happened in the
present. You imagine that it has already happened.
Like you have a time machine, travel to the future, see it happen, and then come back to the
present, and are figuring out why this event happened !



Research has demonstrated that when you imagine a future event like this, it helps you better
identify reasons for it ; 30% more accurately, than if it is done normally, for current events,
without using prospective hindsight !

Second, the Pre-Mortem legitimises dissent, in a powerful way. In most Corporates, or
Institutions, when the Leaders, or powerful influencers, favour, or support, a certain decision,
it is very hard for others to disagree with it, or criticise it, in any way. and be taken seriously.
However valid the criticism is, it is usually not taken seriously, and the person raising the
criticism is explicitly, or implicitly, frowned upon.

Organizations, Institutions, and bosses, like, and favour, people who conform, those who agree
with, and praise, the bosses ideas, judgements and biases.  It’s difficult to be popular, or
successful, if you dissent.

A Pre-mortem makes it necessary for you to dissent, and criticise. So the taboo goes away. Its a
great way to have your dissent accepted, and taken seriously ! When you assume the death of a
decision before it is made, and then try and analyze why it failed, the analysis you do is far more
serious, with your System 2 on full alert.

Most Projects go through the Risk Analysis and Mitigation stages during Planning anyway, but
that may not be taken seriously, since biases have already skewed you towards a particular
choice. A pre-mortem will jolt you out of that.
Your biases, and blind spots, will be exposed, and the real risks will come out.

In Gary Klein’s experience, several revolutionary, and totally unanticipated, risks, and
possibilities, have been discovered during pre-mortems. When dissent is legitimized, and even
mandated, this way, amazing things can happen ! And its a cool corporate culture to have too !
When you move away from a culture which discourages dissent, and rewards conforming, and
going along, to a culture which finds innovative ways to expose potential problems and risks, so
that they can be tackled head on, right at the beginning, before its too late !

Another good way to encourage, and even mandate dissent, is Red Teaming, or playing the
Devil’s Advocate.

A Red Team is an independent group that challenges status quo, by assuming an adversarial role,
or a contrasting point of view.

It’s role is to challenge, and counter, the majority viewpoint, so that it can be tested.
This is particularly effective, and very much needed, in organizations with strong cultures,
leaders, and traditional ways of approaching problems and decisions.



Red Teaming is supposedly a common phenomenon, in forward thinking Governments,
Intelligence Agencies, and the Military.
It is said that Warren Buffet had people in meetings whose specific task was to disagree with
him.

We don't know if that's true, but it is an excellent idea to assign a few employees to disagree with
you in meetings and discussions.  That’s the Devil’s Advocate role.

A Devil’s Advocate is someone who has the role of finding ways to disagree with you, or
criticize your decision, plan, or idea. Their role is to resist the status quo, and point out flaws,
and risks, and preferably, provide alternatives. You have to be sincere about it, though.
It’s mandatory for a Devil’s Advocate to dissent, sincerely. They have to look for points to
criticize. Once dissent is made compulsory like this, you will be surprised at how many real, and
serious, issues, and risks, come up.

Its very important to take the Red Team’s, or Devil’s Advocate’s criticisms, and inputs, seriously.
Otherwise the role will become a farce.
Never discourage or trivialize feedback, or inputs, from a Red Team, or Devil’s Advocate, or
anyone else, for that matter !
Listen to the criticism, with an open mind, and process it ! It will significantly improve your
judgements and decisions !

7) DE BIASING METHOD 5:

Another relatively recent strategy, that has a lot of relevance for de-biasing, and bias-free
Decision-Making, is Artificial Intelligence, or AI as it is popularly known, and machine learning.
Since computers are programmed, they do not work on a System 1, and System 2 mode.
These self-learning AI algorithms can be tailored to the modern environment, so that there is no
Paleolithic baggage !
Also, there is no concept of “Ego depletion” for computer programs. They can run on full energy
for a long time !
Advanced Analytics is already being used in several places, to identify talent, skills, and
behaviour, and identify future Leadership potential in organisations.

You can automate a lot of the initial filtering of candidates, for roles, promotions, or important
Projects, with advanced machine learning programs.
These will not be biased by background, gender, age, nationality, ethnicity etc. And the data



does confirm, that when organisations use AI for this initial filtering, a lot less Bias comes into
play, and a lot more Diversity gets selected, right through the pipeline.
Of course, the complete selection cannot be automated, however advanced the programmed
intelligence.

The final evaluation is almost always done by humans !
So, some human bias will obviously play a role, in the final shortlisting and selection,
but the degree of this Bias significantly reduces, and this is what the studies, and data, also
confirm.Also, these AI algorithms are programmed by humans. So, some bias, and irrationality,
is likely to creep in anyway, usually through the assumptions made, the conditions programmed,
the data fed into the system, it’s validation and accuracy etc. However, the degree of Bias is,
again, much less.

You have to remember, that, as with all coding and algorithms, all kinds of errors, or bugs, are
possible,and these can sometimes result in biased decision making. In a self-learning algorithm,
feeding in biased, or skewed data, can result in the system “learning” these biases.

For example, in 2018, Amazon hurriedly scrapped a recruiting algorithm that they discovered
was not recruiting any women. Based on 10 years of historical data, which showed
predominantly male resumes, and male candidates being selected,
this algorithm had “learned” this bias against recruiting women ! This was later identified, and
then corrected.

One way to check the effectiveness of these algorithms is to do some reverse engineering.
Look at the current successes, and failures, in the human decisions, like, for example, in hiring,
or succession planning, or for investment decisions.
Then try and model it through these AI systems, to see what their choices would be.
Thats a good way to verify, and validate, advanced analytics, and machine learning algorithms. It
is also essential to keep fine tuning these AI or machine learning programs, as they learn and
modify themselves, so that biases do not inadvertently creep in, and faulty decision making
assumptions, and processes, are weeded out !

LOGICAL FALLACIES:

1) LOGICAL FALLACY:

As Leaders and Managers,you will often need to convince someone else of your point of view,
and others will also try to make several arguments, and convince you about their points of view.



Errors of reasoning and validity are common. It's very important to know about, and guard
against them.

We will cover some common and important Logical Fallacies, with examples.

Now you may be wondering, what the difference is, between Cognitive Biases and Logical
Fallacies. We covered Biases in detail and they were also about irrationality.

Yes, both biases and fallacies deal with irrationality, but there are differences. Biases deal with
deviation from rationality, when we form opinions, make judgments and decisions.
There are systematic patterns to this deviation from rationality, which can often be predicted!
Biases deal with how we think, often automatically and subconsciously.

A Fallacy is a reasoning mistake, when flawed logic is used to support a particular point of view,
in an Argument. An Argument is a logical sequence of steps, which points to a conclusion. In a
Fallacy, this chain is broken, or does not result in the conclusion; the conclusion reached is
therefore not really accurate or valid. Fallacies happen when we are trying to communicate a
point of view, and convince someone else about that point of view. Fallacies usually deal with
arguments, and Biases deal with thinking.
An Ad Hominem, is a fallacy in which an argument is attacked because of some character trait or
flaw of the person making the argument, or supporting it!
The fallacy is that the argument is not refuted based on its content, but based on the character of
the person making the argument or supporting the argument! Instead of focusing on the actual
content or logical flow of the argument, you instead focus on personalities and character traits.

For example, suppose the Management Committee is discussing various succession candidates
for a Senior Manager position.  A Vice President recommends a candidate, citing various reasons
and examples of good performance and leadership skills.
Immediately, another V.P. retorts with a snide remark ..

"But of course you would recommend candidate A, she went to your school, didn't she?!"

Implying that just because the candidate is from the same school as the V.P., he would
recommend her. That is an Ad Hominem, because the content of the argument has not been
addressed; the reasons why the VP recommended the candidate in the first place. Instead a bias
has been assumed, without evidence.

Many times, you will find people dismiss someone's argument because of character traits or
flaws.



Like when a Manager recovering from alcoholism, criticizes someone else's tardiness.
Some of his team members may comment,

"What does he know? He's a pathetic drunk himself!"

Or when an employee criticizes how a specific Task's duration has been estimated, her senior
colleagues may dismiss it saying she never met most of her deadlines,So how will she know?

Neither of these derogatory personal comments have anything to do with the actual argument
being made. So they are clearly fallacies!

Now, Ad Hominem can sometimes be a valid argument, when the attack on the person is relevant
to the argument, it is not necessarily a fallacy!

For example, if we are discussing coming in late to work, a person's habits may be relevant to
that. People who frequently party late into the night, for example, might genuinely have a
problem coming into work on time.
People's personal views on homosexuality, for example, may affect their working with people of
different sexual orientations, in the team! But, most times, people's personal habits or character
traits, real or perceived, really have no bearing on the argument or topic being discussed, and
should not affect its merit!

A Red Herring is something that misleads or distracts from a relevant or important issue.
The Red Herring fallacy, is a fallacy of distraction, and is committed when a listener attempts to
to divert an arguer, from their argument, by suddenly introducing another topic!
The term was popularized in 1847, by English polemicist William Corbett, who told a story of
having used a kipper, a strong smelling smoked fish, to divert hounds from chasing a hare, while
training them. The smoked fish was the Red Herring!

For example, when asked about why an organization has not given raises to its employees for a
couple of years in a row, a CEO may respond with,

"Yes I know. We haven't given increments for more than two years to our employees. But you
know we work really hard to make a good product! We try to ensure the best customer service
too. It's not easy to satisfy the customer these days”

thereby not dealing with the original argument at all, but diverting it to other topics. Clever
bosses often use a lot of Red Herrings, to distract employees, especially when confronted with an
argument for a raise or promotion!



If the employee is talking about a Project, he went above and beyond to deliver, the manager
might start talking about other aspects of the project, or bring up another project that is
challenging at the moment. Thus effectively distracting the subordinate from his or her original
train of thought. Subordinates may do it too, when confronted with poor performance or a failure
to deliver to expectations.

The slippery slope is a misleading argument, in which the person claims that a relatively small
first step, may lead to an inevitable chain of related events, culminating in something very bad.
The first small step will push you down the slippery slope, and you cannot stop it!!
The reason that this is a fallacy, is because there is no logic or evidence presented, as to why that
small first step will progress to something catastrophic.
This type of argument is often used as a form of fear mongering. The possible consequences of a
given action are exaggerated, in an attempt to scare the audience into agreeing to some plan of
action, or stopping a plan of action.

One common slippery slope argument used against legalizing gay marriage,
is this. If we make this legal, soon everybody will be doing it, then ordinary marriages will
become less and less frequent, people will stop having families and our species will go extinct.
The steps in this causal chain don't link up at all.

Only gay people want gay marriage, not everyone. Gay marriage is not a fashion that will catch
on, it's a natural predisposition. Homosexuals constitute only a small proportion of the
population.

Heterosexual people will continue with their heterosexual relationships, and many will have
children. So the question of a species going extinct, or a particular race or community going
extinct, does not arise at all. In the workplace, Management or specific Leaders, could argue
against higher pay hikes or salary correction increases, claiming they could lead to
uncontrollably high hikes in future, with the company eventually making huge losses or even
going bankrupt. But that's something that has no history or evidence to support it.
Executive salaries may be large enough to dent the bottom line, but employee compensation
rarely does!
Unless the company is doing badly in the first place, in which case, all outflows can dent the
bottom line. So, when someone resorts to painting a really dark and doomsday picture, it's highly
likely that they are grossly exaggerating, and resorting to the Slippery Slope logical fallacy!

2) LOGICAL FALLACY PART 2:

The term Naturalistic Fallacy, was first introduced by British Philosopher, Jim Moore, in 1903.



He argued that it was a mistake to try to define the concept of Good, in terms of something
occurring naturally, in nature. He, in fact, denied that it was possible to even define the concept
of good, in terms of facts or observations.
And while that is indeed controversial, rest assured, that you can still understand and appreciate
the Naturalistic Logical Fallacy, whether you believe in an objective or absolute morality!

The Naturalistic Fallacy is the argument or belief, that if something occurs a particular way in
nature, then it is morally acceptable, or conversely if something does not happen a particular way
naturally, then it is morally bad or undesirable!
You have heard people say that humans are naturally evolved to be omnivores,
so that is morally good, or that humans are not naturally evolved to only eat plants,
so that is bad. It's the same with sexual orientation, or gender roles etc..

The implicit logic preached is that, what's occurring in nature, or at least occurring a majority of
the time in nature, is appropriate and what's not, is not appropriate. But there is no rationale to
support such an assumption or belief. The Naturalistic fallacy is sometimes referred to as the
is–ought problem. The is–ought problem was well articulated by the Scottish philosopher and
historian David Hume.

It states that many people wrongly make claims about what OUGHT TO BE, based on what IS.
Hume found, that there was a significant difference between positive statements about what is,
how things are at the moment, and prescriptive or normative statements, about what ought to be.
And, that one cannot be inferred from the other! In the workplace, this could be displayed in
arguments to continue status quo, with the statement that its always been done this way!
We have always calculated bonuses this way, We have always prepared RFPs this way, We have
always priced Products and Services this way etc..

These are all variants of the Naturalistic Fallacy. Just because something has been done in a
particular way until now, does not mean it ought to be done that way, in future too!
There may be plenty of better ways to do it!
An argument to continue a particular practice, or process, should only be based on its advantages
and disadvantages, with respect to alternative choices, and not because it has been done the same
way for decades!

Imagine you toss a coin 10 times in a row. The first 9 times it lands Heads. Is it more likely to
land Tails the 10th time?Or is it less likely to land Tails, because there seems to be a “run” of
Heads.

If you said or thought yes to either of those questions, then you are a victim of the Gambler's
Fallacy, or the Monte-Carlo Fallacy!



This Fallacy is the mistaken belief that if something happens more frequently than normal,
during a given period, it will happen less frequently in the future, or vice versa!
The Fallacy can arise in many situations, but is most strongly associated with gambling, where
players often resort to it!
In situations where the outcome being observed is truly random, and consists of independent
trials of a random process, this belief is plain wrong.

The likelihood of a fair coin turning up heads or tails is always 50 percent! Each coin flip is an
independent event, which means that any and all previous flips, have no bearing on future flips.
The Fallacy comes in believing that with 9 heads having already occurred, the 10th is now less
likely. But Probability does not work like that. Even if 20 flips lands in 20 heads, the 21st flip
still has a 50% chance of Heads, and a 50 percent chance of Tails.

People addicted to Gambling, or Lottery tickets, may rationalize playing the next turn, by saying
that the odds for the next turn are better! Even if the outcomes are not totally random,
It's important to calculate the probability of each outcome accurately, given all the inputs,
rather than go with a gambler's hunch or gut feeling! There are very few things that result in the
probability of a Win increasing, and it's usually wishful thinking to argue otherwise!

In the workplace, the Gambler's Fallacy could be used to continue with a plan of action that does
not really have a high chance of success; throwing good money after bad, or to start pet projects
that don't really have a good chance of success.
People might justify their choices by arguing that something has a higher probability of
happening, when in fact, it does not!

If someone argues that the popularity or commonness of a belief, or practice, proves its validity,
then they are committing the Logical Fallacy of Appeal to Popularity!
It is similar to the Bandwagon Effect, where you jump on the bandwagon of something that is
popular or trending.
A good example is if you claim that a Political Candidate is so popular, that he or she must be
good and capable! Or that so many millions of people believe in astrology, so it must be true! Or
that so many people invest in the stock market, so it must be worth it.
But the validity of an argument or belief should not depend on the number of people following it.
It has to depend only on the merits of the argument or belief! Agreeing with the majority view,
may feel safer or more comforting, safety in number etc. But the majority view has often been
proven wrong, and history is filled with examples of that. A majority of people once thought that
the earth was flat, and then they thought that all other celestial bodies revolved around the Earth,
that the earth was the center of the Universe!

A majority of people thought that slavery was fine, and that women were inferior to men.



A majority of the people have been wrong many many times before, and they will continue to be
wrong in future too.
There is no strength in numbers, except in battle, and sometimes not even then!
People who commit this fallacy often implicitly assume
that individuals regularly analyze and edit their beliefs and behaviors. This is often not the case.
People rarely scrutinize their beliefs and pet theories; they find it much easier to just go along
and conform.
Conformity is the act of matching attitudes, beliefs and behaviors to group norms.
People usually choose to conform to society's rules and norms, rather than to pursue personal
principles, because it is much easier to follow the path others have made already, rather than
creating a new one!

The Strawman is a fallacy of substitution, and can often be done so subtly, that no one realizes it.
An argument is made, and someone wants to respond and refute it. But instead of refuting the
actual, original argument made, the response refutes a slightly different argument!
The response creates a Strawman argument, not the real one, and then proceeds to destroy the
Strawman, while creating the impression that the actual argument has been debunked!
The substituted Argument, is usually a distorted, exaggerated, or misrepresented version of the
original.

Let's say that in a Political debate between two friends, A says that she thinks that the
Government should put more money into healthcare and education.
B responds by saying, that he is surprised, that A hates their country so much, that she wants to
leave it defenseless, by cutting military spending! A has said nothing about the country's
defenses, or about cutting military spending. and certainly nothing about hating her country.
There are multiple Straw men being constructed and destroyed here.

First, is that increasing health and education spending must always be at the cost of military
spending.

The second Straw man, is that the country is spending so little on military spending today, that
even cutting a little, would result in the Country being defenseless.

Third straw man is that military spending is more important for the country than health and
education, and that the only people who love the country are those that advocate huge military
spending!



But there is lots of data to prove that health and education is often far more beneficial to a
country long term, than military spending! In the workplace, several policy and marketing
decisions may be justified, using the Straw Man logical fallacy. Women friendly policies may be
described as being anti-male employees, getting feedback from lower level employees, may be
decried as a dumbing down of the quality of decisions, and increasing the budget of employee
entertainment, may be pooh-poohed as bankrupting the company to enable its employees to party
more etc..

Beware of the many many ways people can distort, exaggerate, and plain lie about your
argument positions, in order to make them seem ridiculous and without value. That's a
Strawman!

3) LOGICAL FALLACY PART 3:

This is a big Fallacy, not just in the Corporate World, but everywhere.
When two events happening together are assumed to have an established cause and effect
relationship, that's the Correlation equals Causation Fallacy!

If Event A and B often happen together, then it does not necessarily mean that A caused B, or B
caused A.
Their occurring together could be sheer coincidence, or a third event, C, may be responsible for
both. We have often heard this accusation against African-Americans, immigrants or religious
minorities, that they increase crime in a Region or State!

Even if there is a real correlation there, this does not establish causation!
In most cases socio-economic status is the reason. Ethnic and racial minorities may be poorer,
and less educated than their counterparts, and lower socio-economic status is usually associated
with lower education and job opportunities, which results in more crime!

Once you control for socioeconomic status, such patterns usually disappear.
What is more interesting to study, would be to find out why these racial and ethnic minorities
remain at a lower socioeconomic status,
and if bias and discrimination play a part in that! Suppose someone want to look at the
relationship between ice cream sales, and drowning deaths! They find that more drowning deaths
happen when ice cream sales are higher.

And if someone concludes that eating more ice cream causes people to drown more, would that
be accurate?!



Not at all! Both happen during summer months. When ice cream sales shoot up. And people are
likely to swim more - in pools, ponds, the sea. With more people swimming, more of the time,
the proportion of swimming deaths would also likely increase.
So that would explain the correlation! In the Corporate world too, it's very important to not
identify patterns, based on correlation alone!
If you launch a promotion just before peak season sales, it's important to find out if the increase
in sales is due to your promotion, or just the fact that peak sales season is better this time.
Similarly, an increase in employee satisfaction could be because of multiple factors, so it's
important to identify the right ones responsible, and not just base it on correlation alone!

The Excluded Middle Logical Fallacy, is slightly related to the Slippery Slope fallacy.

This fallacy creates a false dilemma or false dichotomy. It assumes that there are only 2 extreme
poles, or choices, a black and white, or binary choice set. And, that if you are arguing against one
pole or choice, you have to be arguing for the other extreme, the other pole. And, that there is
nothing in between, no third or fourth choice or option.

A common example is the dichotomy of Capitalism and Communism.

A criticism of one, is automatically assumed to be an advocacy of the other!
When, in fact, everyone knows that no Country is at either extreme end of the spectrum, and that
there are lots of positions in between!
Similarly, political rhetoric which claims that “Either you are with us, or against us” implies that,
to support a country or political party, you have to agree 100%, with each and every one of its
Policies!Which makes no sense!

You could very well agree with most, to varying degrees, and not agree at all with a few. That
does NOT mean, you are against the whole Country or Leadership. It's not a binary world!
This is all too common in office politics too. Some senior Leaders may paint an artificially
polarized dichotomy, in order to gather support for certain Policies.

Good performance may be defined as one extreme end of a spectrum, and anything which does
not fit there, may be labeled as bad, or a particular Leader may have risen up the ranks, using a
certain route, and that route may be touted as the best way to rise up the Corporate Ladder, with
all other ways being subpar!

Whenever there is a “My way or the highway” kind of statement, being explicitly or implicitly
made, there is usually an excluded middle logical fallacy in there!



There are a lot more logical fallacies. You can do a simple Google search or Wikipedia search, to
know more categories and examples! DeBiasing techniques can sometimes help a little with
fallacies too, since they force you to critically evaluate the decision making process.
But it's far better to just go through a checklist of major Logical Fallacies, to ensure you are not
committing them or listening to them.

Whenever an explicit or implicit argument is made, or responded to, at the workplace,
its important to be wary of the pitfalls, in terms of logical fallacies. Focus on the actual content
of the Argument. Does it make sense? Is there evidence and logic to support it?

Do the logical sequence of steps make sense?
And do they lead up to the Conclusion? Many times, that may not be the case. People may focus
on who is making the argument, and attacking the person.
People may be claiming an argument position that is actually not accurate or true, or they may be
artificially limiting the choices available by polarizing the viewpoints.

All of these Fallacies can distort the argument to such an extent, that the conclusions reached are
wrong, and based on invalid arguments and logic!

THIS IS HOW WORLD’S TOP BILLIONAIRES THINK

The Ecommerce King, Jeff Bezos, has made his decision-making method publicly known. Of
particular note is the division of decisions into one-way and two-way doors. One-way doors can
only be used in one direction; once you enter, you cannot leave or return. Examples include
giving up your work or selling your business, albeit there are comebacks in both cases. It is
probably a one-way door that Amazon chose to give free shipping in exchange for an annual
Prime charge. In two-way doors, you can change your mind or at least stop the activity without
extremely negative results. Building their smartphone may have been seen as a one-way door,
but in reality, Amazon dropped it and instead focused on creating the Echo. Two-way judgments
can be taken quickly, but one-way ones demand a lot of thought and consideration. It's
acceptable to make mistakes since at Amazon, failures are viewed as teaching opportunities
similar to how venture investors do in the startup business. We are professionals at
failure—because we have experienced so many of them, as Jeff likes to say.



If your initiative fails, it's not the end of the world; you learn from it and can launch another
business with capital later on. Of course, excuses for failures may point to a larger issue with a
leader. Because Jeff likes to move quickly, he would rather have only 70% of the required
knowledge or belief and continue with later course connections than wait until he was positive.

Like Steve Jobs, Jeff did not believe it was worthwhile to do a market survey to see whether or
not consumers would be interested in a novel product or feature that had never been offered
before. Customers would not have placed $79 Prime memberships or $499 smartphones high on
their list of priorities.

Jeff's unwavering optimism for the future and the fact that we are only in Day 1 may be his
guiding principles, which are not on Amazon's official list. In meetings with staff members, it is
just as contagious as his trademark chuckle. Although it is usually on the surface, his chuckle is
frequently subconsciously used to signify a startling realisation or ease tension.

Jeff isn't afraid to utilise his position or sharp intelligence to dominate discussions at internal
meetings, including board meetings, but he can also be a keen listener on the lookout for fresh
ideas. He says, "Every board meeting is successful if I leave with one good new idea."

Jeff Bezos and the two decision categories:

According to Bezos, he assigns decisions to one of the two groups based on the level of risk.

Type 1: These decisions are final choices that cannot be modified after being carried out. They
therefore demand serious consideration.

Type 2: Reversible judgments fall within this category. You have the option to modify them even
after execution. As a result, you must make such decisions quickly.

Bezos used the analogy of entering a door to illustrate these two types of decisions in his
newsletter. Type 1 decisions are like one-way doors. If you enter them, there is no way to escape;
there is also no way to close the door and go back. However, most choices are like double doors.
You only need a little snow on your suit or mud on your shoes to stroll past them, look over the
other side, and then turn around.

In his essay, Bezos stated that some judgments must be made deliberately, carefully, slowly, and
with significant thought and consultation. These decisions must be momentous and irreversible,
or virtually irreversible.



You can't go back if you cross the threshold and don't like what you see on the other side. These
decisions fit the category of Type 1. The majority of choices, however, are not like that; they are
flexible, reversible, and two-way doors. You don't have to suffer the repercussions of a poor Type
2 decision for very long. You can enter again by reopening the door. When making Type 2
decisions, individuals or small groups with sound judgment can and should act quickly.

People unconsciously distinguish between type 1 and type 2 decisions to some extent. However,
Jeff Bezos advises being more deliberate in this reasoning. Although the idea appears simple,
you'd be shocked at how frequently we use flawed reasoning when making decisions. We run
when we ought to be walking, and we stop abruptly when we ought to be galloping.

ELON MUSK’S DECISION MAKING SKILL

Elon Musk has a long list of amazing accomplishments to his name, from founding PayPal and
SpaceX to leading one of the most innovative automakers in the world. He is also only 48 years
old.

The multibillionaire entrepreneur shared his "secret sauce" for pulling off extraordinary feats in a
2013 TED talk: "First principles" thinking, a method of making decisions that involves "boiling
things down to their fundamental truths and reasoning up from there, as opposed to reasoning by
analogy."

Musk is aware that we spend the majority of our lives using reasoning by analogy, or "copying
what other people do with tiny differences." Otherwise, you wouldn't be able to mentally survive
the day, he explained.

Musk maintains his tenacity by aggressive optimism, and it involves more than just words. Even
when others doubt his ability to accomplish his goals, he makes every attempt to equal them by
taking all reasonable steps. Musk struggled to find auto part suppliers who thought Tesla would
advance far enough to actually build cars, among the many times he had been rejected by
investors. Nevertheless, he went on to build a trillion-dollar electric car company without any
prior knowledge or experience in the auto industry.
Musk showed his dedication to openness in his blog post titled "The Secret Tesla Motors Master
Plan (only between you and me)". Transparency served as another inspiration for his Twitter bid.
Musk defined himself as a "free speech absolutist" in the letter that accompanied his offer to
purchase, but has since talked about building a place where "people have both the reality and the
illusion that they're able to speak freely within the confines of the law." Musk makes decisions
that he believes will benefit humanity as a whole through transparency. Musk has transformed



himself from a bullied schoolboy to one of the most influential individuals in technology through
his determination, openness, and perseverance.

RICHARD BRANSON ON DECISION MAKING

According to entrepreneur and creator of Virgin Group Richard Branson, if you always rely on
the same decision-making process, you're doing it all wrong.

In a recent blog post, Branson claims that wise leaders know to base their choices on the
particular subtleties of each situation. And the best way to achieve so, in his opinion, is to first
decide if it's a one-way or two-way door.

Branson also advises exposing any "hidden warts" in an idea or enterprise. Nothing is flawless,
he asserts, so they are there. When making decisions, you should be aware of them early on so
that you have the time and resources to address them. More education is almost always
beneficial, but Branson advises against entering "'paralysis by analysis' mode." You must
eventually decide to "screw it, let's do it," as he is known for saying.

WARREN BUFFET– THE TOP INVESTOR

The fourth-richest man in the world is Warren Buffett. However, he is just that morning driver
for McDonald's who is prepared to pay $3.17 for his meal. The fact that Warren Buffett is the
most successful investor in the world is a testament to his superb decision-making abilities. His
strategies—how he decides which companies to invest in and when to purchase and sell—have
been the subject of more than 60 books, innumerable talks, and academic papers, and he has a
devoted following all over the world.

Living according to your values is what the inner scorecard is all about. What might be measured
by people around you is what is on the exterior scorecard. In the end, he claims, "You're going to
live a happy life" if you can find comfort and peace with your inner scorecard. But many people
adhere to the external scorecard.

CONCLUDING CHECKLIST FOR DECISION MAKING AND CREDITS:



CHECKLIST FOR DECISION MAKING PART 1:

Just to conclude, we want to leave you with a quick checklist of sorts to help you with your big
and important decisions.
This will help you minimize the many pitfalls, biases, fallacies, and other irrationalities that can
derail you from making the right decision.

What sort of decisions are we talking about?
Anything big, having a large or long-term impact, deciding which business unit to keep and
which to hive off; identifying who to promote to a senior management position; and deciding
who to fire  Deciding on price points for a new market, or deciding on a business model or
strategy.... or any of the many big decisions, or problems, that Corporations, Institutions, teams
and

Leaders face everyday.

The first step is to check if you have identified all possible Alternatives to your decision, or all
possible options for solving your problem. Not all decision makers give enough time and energy
to this key first step, but it is a critical one.

Here, it is important to come up with a comprehensive and creative list of choices, or solutions,
to the problem at hand.
One way to do so is through Brainstorming sessions, where all possible alternatives and options
are explored, without any judgement or criticism.
Most leaders and teams subconsciously restrict their options to a small set with which they are
familiar or comfortable. It is important to break this mold and step out of your comfort zone.
After listing all possible alternatives and options, the team can always eliminate those that are
not practical or feasible later on, after evaluating them all.

The second key step is to check if there are any significant personal factors at play. Likes and
dislikes, ego clashes, etc. Some decision makers may be biased for or against specific decision
options because of personal factors.
They like or dislike the person who suggested the alternative or the one who is responsible for
the alternative. Especially when there has been a history of arguments or hostility
The arguments for or against an alternative should be based only on the merits or demerits of the
alternatives alone, and nothing else,
certainly not the personal characteristics of the people associated with the alternatives or options.

Biases like the Halo Effect and fallacies like the Ad Hominem often play a big part here.



Our emotional response to the people associated with a decision, alternative, or option can skew
our evaluation of the alternative, consciously and subconsciously!
You should also look for any conflicts of interest that could influence the decision or the
evaluation of solution options.
Are any of the choices or alternatives personally beneficial to one or more of the stakeholders?
Is that the reason they are recommending it, even though it is not really the best choice for the
project or organization?
Many of these conflicts of interest may be hidden or hard to determine.
A mental alert, or "red flag," should be raised whenever one or more of the stakeholders seem to
be leaning disproportionately towards a particular option or set of options.
Funding sponsors, nepotism, kickbacks, or other forms of corruption often influence stakeholder
opinions strongly!



2) CHECKLIST FOR DECISION MAKING:

The data and evidence used to arrive at a decision, or solution, is the place where a lot of biases,
and fallacies come into play.
It is important to identify what data and evidence is being used, explicitly, and implicitly, in
making a choice.
Have the stakeholders, and decision makers, been primed or anchored, by any of the data?
Have they considered only the most memorable or sensational past cases or data sets? Very often,
the more visible, or sensational, or recent Projects or Programs, disproportionately influence
decisions.



Some of the data, or evidence, may be more easily available than others, so decision-makers may
tend to use those, rather than less available, but more relevant data.
The decision makers may also be picking and choosing data that confirms their own preferences,
and beliefs, and ignoring data that counters them. They need to objectively look at the complete
data and evidence, before making a decision.

When evaluating the various options, or alternatives for the decision or problem solution, it is
important to ensure that there is no bias in framing or phrasing these options. Have some options
been framed positively, and some negatively? Probabilities and benefits or losses should be
calculated, and worded equally, for all options, and not exaggerated or trivialized for a few.
We tend to be overly optimistic about our own capabilities, so project schedules and budgets
need to be buffered accordingly.
And we are also overly attached to what we already have, and overestimate its value or
importance, when compared to something we don’t own or already use.
Quantifying at least some of the parameters in the evaluation, often reveals these biases.

Last but definitely not the least, all major decisions, made anywhere, definitely require a strong
dose of De-Biasing. Being aware of Biases and Fallacies is certainly useful, but awareness and
conscious avoidance can only go so far.
De-Biasing is essential because biases are mostly sub-conscious, and influence our judgements
and decisions without our awareness. De-Biasing Techniques like Blinding yourself to biasing
factors, as well as conducting a Pre-Mortem, and other techniques we have discussed in the
De-Biasing section, are essential for almost all major decisions and Projects. Encouraging
Dissent and Criticism is always a good idea.
Genuine criticism and dissent is a valuable commodity, in organizations, where conforming and
agreeing to the powers that be, is often an easy way to be accepted and get approval. And all
criticism has to be considered valuable, not just those that the decision makers agree with!
Mitigating the risks revealed by dissent and criticism, and planning for them, as well as
questioning assumptions and decisions made, are the intended outcomes of dissent and criticism,
precisely because they prevent much bigger disasters later on.


